
Cuisine to be reinspected 
for 'conditional' rating 

BY KEVIN KORELL 
AND GREG BAUMANN 

A New Jersey Board of Health Inspector 
will return "in a couple" of weeks to 
re-inspect the Decker and Travers-Wolfe 
cafeterias. 

The return visit was warranted because 
the original inspection, on November 21, 
showed the two cafeterias to be conditional
ly satisfactory, but needing minor improve
ments, according to Gary Witt, associate 
director of Cuisine food Services. 

THE BOARD OF Health requires all 
establishments where food is sold or served 
to post a color-coated sign in full view of the 
patrons. 

The signs are of t hree varieties',, depend

ing on the inspector's findings: White, or 
Satisfactory, means that nothing, or almost 
nothing, is wrong, and the inspector will not 
return in the near future. 

Yellow or Conditionally Satisfactory, 
means the establishment is clean, but there 
are some things that need be corrected, and 
must be when the inspector returns in a 
couple of weeks, or else the yellow sign 
remains. The third condition is Unsatisfact
ory, usually warranting the closing of the 
place, for the simple reason that -the 
problems pose too much danger to the 
health and/or safety of the patrons. 

Phelps Hall now has a white sign and 
Travers-Wolfe and Decker Cafeterias have 
yellow signs. 

According to Witt, the only reason for the 
"conditional" rating in Decker was they 

Decker chef preparing dinner in D ecker 
cafeteria that was rated 'conditionally 
heating problem. "As many students recall, 
there was a heating shortage last year," 
said Witt. "And Housing was faced with the 
choice of cutting the heat to either the dorm 
or the cafeteria. Naturally the dorm got 
priority, so Decker was closed during the 
severe winter." 

Witt recalled that the temperatures were 

satisfactory. 

ridiculously cold last year. "That's when the 
inspector probably walked in," he said. 
"But, the heat seems to be working so far 
this year. We're waiting for the inspector to 
come back now." 

WITT DOES NOT expect to see Decker 
close down this winter, as long as tempera
tures do not get extremely low later on. 

Upon inspecting the Travers-Wolfe caf
eteria, the Board of Health found twelve 
reasons not to grant the cafeteria a 
satisfactory rating: 

1. All corners which have metal strips on 
them must be made flush. 

2. Floor area where steam kettles are 
must be sealed between metal and tile. 

3. Open area behind fryers, ovens, and 
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SFB Head resigns post 
"I AM DISAPPOINTED in his 

leaving," said Glenn Felix, advisor to the 
SFB. "It hit me pretty hard, because he has 
done a good job straightening things up and 
he will be difficult to replace." 

"He was very decisive and made 
commitments when most people wouldn't 
have tried," said Felix. "He set up the new 
system which is better and more flexible 
than the other system." 

"I didn't have to hold his hand," he said. 
"It was more of me holding onto his 
coattails." 

Hoh has been credited with moving from 
an off-campus computer company that 
according to Hoh, "screwed up the books," 
to an on-campus student run procedure that 
is easier to manage. 

"In perspective of what I could see he did 
an excellent job," said Jere Paddack, Dean 
of students. "He pulled existing policies and 
gave the SFB direction." 

"HE TOOK THE lead in working to 
change the accounting system, which is a 
credit to Frank's foresight in setting up the 
new system." 

"A person Frank's age is well beyond his 
years in terms of his general knowledge in 
his area," said Paddack. "He should do 
well." 

"It is a big job to fill and it is unfortunate 
to happen at mid year," he said. "It is a big 
job and it is going to be a hard job getting 
someone to fill his shoes." 

Hoh during his brief tenure as SFB head 
received a great deal of criticism from 
student leaders, advisors and faculty for 
many budgets that were slashed by the 
finance board. 

According to statistics, enrollment has 
dropped and student activities money has 
constricted causing the SFB to cut many 
programs. 

"THE JOB OF chairman is basically a 
prick position," said Hoh. "when decisions 
are made to cut budgets the heads of 
organizations come' to me." 

Besides the hassles, Hoh received a 
salary, one of the few students on campus to 
be paid. Hoh did the job of a fulltime 
accountant and as such he was criminally 
libel for any wrongdoing by the board. 

"The most difficult decision I've made 
frank Hoh: "I love what I do, dealing was the dropping of the computer company, 

with people and all. I'm sorry I have to because if it went wrong," said Hoh, "my 

BY W.L. HAACKER 

Frank Hoh, chairman of the Trenton 
State College Student Finance Board (SFB) 
has resigned his position as the most 
powerful student leader to join another 
student's business venture. 

Hoh, a junior chairman criminal justice 
major, tendered his resignation at last 
Wednesday's SFB meeting to take effect 
December 31, 1977. 

THE FINANCE BOARD is expected to 
review applications for the position from 
the student body, and interviews are 
scheduled for December 14 when a new 
chairman will be selected. 

"It was a personal decision," said the 
soft-spoken Hillsborough man, "and I leave 
with no animosities towards anyone." 

"I really wish .I could stav and do both, 
but that would not be fair to the school, the 
business or myself," said Hoh. 

"Doing no job at all is better than doing a 
half-assed job," he said. 

"I love what I do, dealing with people 
and' all," said Hoh. "I'm sorry I have to 
leave." 

ass would have been grass." 
Hoh credited the success of this year's 

board to advisor Felix, saying. He is one of 
the most intelligent people 1 know in 
dealing with problems." 

"If he didn't know the answer," he said, 
'he'd tell me where to find it. He's helped 
me more than anyone else." 

"I THI NK THE board is in the finest 
position now, where it can be taken over 
easily," said Hoh. 

Stepping down from his position, Hoh 
said that he would still attend classes that 
up until now have been a "hobby" with him. 

4. Ceiling tile over panel boxes need to be 
replaced. 

5. Chipped tile on serving lines need to be 
replaced. 

6. Light bulbs on two serving lines need 
protective cover on them. 

7. Door to compartment under Travers 
line which houses steam line needs repair. 

8. Ceiling panels over Travers line need 
to be replaced. 

9. Cracked glass on two sneeze guards on 
Wolfe serving line need to be replaced. 

10. Cracks in wall tile in dishroom must 
be sealed. 

11. Black plastic baseboard in dining 
room needs to be sealed against tne wall. 

12. Floor-wall juncture under conveyor 
line is not sealed. 

Repairs in Travers-Wolfe were started 
over the Thanksgiving recess. The major 
work was done on December 1 and 2, but 
probably won't be completed until the 
inspectors return visit, according to Witt. 

Cafeteria problem needs "minor improve- director of Cuisine. 

Staff Photo By Pat Calabria 
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Human Sexuality 

Better condition 
means faster 
recovery time 

Dear Dr. Brown: 
What is the average recovery rate for 

males between ejaculations? 

Response: 
The recovery rate is also known as the 

refractory period-the time depends on 
three variables-age, physical condition and 
psychological and/or physiological stimula
tion. 

Age is the most important variable. The 
refractory period may vary from a matter 
of seconds in a teenager to twelve hours or 
more in a male over seventy. In my private 
practice, I've found a range to ten minutes 
to five hours in males in their forties. 

Generally speaking, the better the physi
cal condition a man is in, the shorter his 
refractory period tends to be. If a male has 
a high degree of psychological (including 

emotional) and/or physiological stimulation, 
the refractory period also tends to be 
shorter. 

Whether or not a man loses his erection 
following an orgasm tends to depend on the 
three variables above, also. If a male 
maintains his erection following an orgasm, 
thrusting may continue, although some
times the penis becomes quite sensitive, 
which discourages continued activity of this 
nature. Of course, other types of activity 
such as caressing and cuddling, can be 
maintained for as long as the couple desires. 

Older males worried about their longer 
refractory period can take solace in the fact 
that they take longer to reach an orgasm, 
thus prolonging intercourse itself. 

Quote: Every moment that I am centered 
in the future I suffer a temporary loss of 
this life. 

Lesbians confused about selves 
OUTSIDE MY CLOSET DOOR 

Written by a bisexual, the article which 
follows discusses lesbianism. By describing 
societal misconceptions, the author at
tempts to provide a realistic perspective 
concerning a lesbian's identity. The conclu
sion ultimately drawn, is that "those 
people" just might be you. 

I would like to speak on behalf of lesbians. 
So little is known about them that even 
lesbians themselves are caught up in the 
myths and stereotypes prevalent in our 
society. 

PUT SIMPLY; A lesbian is a woman 
whose primary erotic, psychological, emo
tional and social interest is in a member of 
her own sex. 

Once aware of the lesbians' existence, 
most people tend to view her solely as a 
sexual being. Below are a few of the many 
societal conceptions of lesbians. These, as 
you will notice, are contradictory: 

(1) She is seen as a sad caricature of a 
male, trying to dress and act in the manner 
she deems "masculine," generally aping 
some of men's worst characteristics. 

(2) She is conceived of as a hard, 
sophisticated female who indiscriminantly 
seduces innocent girls or women into the 
mysteries of some "perversion" of which 
they know little or nothing. 

(3) She is viewed as an unfortunate, 
pitiable spinster, who, unable to catch a 
man, has settled for a less desirable 
substitute in another woman, whom, of 
course, she will immediately abandon when 
and if sh e meets "Mr. Right." 

Some men fantasize the lesbian as a 
voluptuous, sensuous mistress who un
scrupulous in her sexual taste, insatiable in 
her sexual appetite and therefore indiscrim
inate in her choice of sexual partner. 

THESE STEREOTYPES ARE based 
upon the false assumption that the lesbian 
is first and foremost sexual in all her 
thoughts, desires, and actions. 

What people fail to realize is that being a 

lesbian is not merely indulging in pnysicai 
acts or lovemaking. Lesbians are no more 
preoccupied with sex than are hetero
sexuals. 

Lesbians can be your daughters, sisters, 
wives and mothers. They are real live 
people not just characters in a book. They 
are ridiculed, raped, fired, put down and 
preyed upon. Never are they being sup
ported by society. 

It is time you begin to listen to th em, 
your conscience and your hearts. Millions of 
lives have been and are being destroyed by 
sheer nonsense. Lesbians do not want yo ur 
sympathy nor your pity; they want you r 
acceptance. The same also applies to ma le 
homosexuals. They're not looking for soc i
ety's toleration because toleration is no 
longer acceptable. 

Lesbians and homosexuals along with all 
oppressed people, want freedom and they 
want it now. Each person has the right to a 
particular lifestyle, provided it does not 
interfere with individual freedoms. 

Finally, gay people are coming out of 
their closets. Their efforts should be 
supported rather than ridiculed. 

-IRIS 

IN CURRENT LITERATURE on the 
topic of homosexuality, the term "lesbian" 
is the only one used to refer to gay women. 
This is being done because women feel that 
the terms "homosexual" and "gay" have 
male connotations. That is, when someone 
speaks of homosexuals or gays, the usual 
mental imagery is that of m ales. 

Therefore, in an attempt to gain visibil
ity, gay women have adopted and advocate 
the exclusive use of the term lesbian. 
However, this should not be misconstrued 
to represent a fission in the gay community. 
Gay men and lesbians have, do, and will 
continue to work together to alleviate 
societal oppression. Lesbians merely want 
to make certain that society acknowledges 
their existence. 

-J oseph Paul Skirchak 

Degree: Crowning achievement immoral 
BY GEORGE McDONALD 

These is something immoral today about 
a college degree. 

It is, supposedly, the crowning achieve
ment of the man or woman who has been 
correctly reared and educated, his passport 
out of the horrifying, boring, meaningless 
existence of wage-earners in the Great 
American Factory. 

THE MAN WITH the college degree will 
not spend his life pushing a red button 
every seven seconds, will not spend his life 
behind the wheel of a truck, will n ot spend 
his life laying concrete, answering tele
phones, typing letters. 

To us it is given not the keys to heaven, 
but a second lieutenancy in the Army, a low 
level administrative position in any of the 
Government's sprawling pseudo-socialist 
bureacracies, or a position as a management 
trainee in business. 

Failing that, it is to us, an "interesting 
life" painting pictures, counseling the 
troubled, protecting wildlife, teaching hand
icapped children, scientifically examining 

specimens brought up from the seabeds of 
the tropics abroad an oceanographic 
research vessel. 

Well, we all know that it is basically a 
crock, or at least it is nowhere near that 
easy. Ask more people on this campus 
where they are going to be after they 
graduate and they'll tell you, "in debt and in 
the unemployment, lines." 

WHAT ARE WE here for? 
Where are we going? 
Well, we don't want to be bored we don't 

want a lot of money (there at least we shall 
not be dissappointed) but we do want some 
so we can have a nice place to live, a late 
model car, and two weeks out of th e year to 
go to Las Vegas, Miami, or Bermuda or just 
sit around and do nothing. (Although that 
last is not popular; we like diversement, 
distraction, keeping busy, and above all 
else-escape from boredom) We want love, 
we want happiness, and what is the other 
one? Ah yes. Truth. 

There is a certain sophistication among 
college students today; the pursuit of t ruth 
turns up very little, and everyone disagrees 

with it's interpretation. Nothing changes; 
there is no truth. Does anyone really care 
anyway? 

What do you expect of a generation that 
grew up thirty hours a week watching 
materialistic advertisements of extra
ordinary persuasion and sophistication, that 
noted the failure of its elder brothers and 
sisters to come up with an alternative in the 
sixties, that was reared in an educational 
system that taught that the primary 
purposes of our lives was to remain quiet 
please! 

TO GET BY, and to get good grades so 
we would not disappoint our future 
corporate masters, we have the ambition 
and the concern of a de facto servant class. 

This then is the immorality of t he college 
degree. It is an accessory to a lie we tell 
ourselves 

The concepts of career (of a de facto 
servant) and identity are one, hence a loss 
of distinction and a resultant perjury. You 
are who you work for and what you do for 
them. I am a commercial artist, I program 
computers for IBM, I teach for the school 

system-this am I. 
If you don't have a career choice then you 

are said, to he "messed UD." not knowing 
who you are. 

In an age where the major corporate 
powers are entienched and avoiding com
petition, it is no surprise that the individual 
entrepreneur is viewed as a maverick and 
with suspicion. 

Entrepreneurs these days own small 
shops, make little money, or they are con 
men. Non of these individuals are 
respected as men who have sold their time, 
their self-respect, their values, their 
health, their personalities to become a 
ranking member in the corporation. 

THE AGE OF self-made men is almost 
gone. There are only self-sold men, 
conartists and mavericks. 

That is why the high schools teach us to 
be quiet in our mass scholastic body and 
why our college degrees are viewed as 
certificates of vocational and expertise. 
How some of us attain coveted positions in 
the corporate world. They are the 
guarantee of a well-healed servant. 
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IQ tests are outlets of 
predjudice according to 
a Princeton professor 

TSC lawyer is 

students access 
to legal advice 

BY JAY R. ROSNER 

Extremes 
pack 'Rat9 

BY CHRIS VOTA 

WTSR gave the customers of the 
Rathskeller a taste of local talent last 
Tuesday night by airing the Duke Williams 
and the Extremes performance "live from 
the Rat." 

For three hours the band put on a 
performance of special sound and light 
effects as well as a crowd-stirring musical 
variety of r hythm and blues. 

AFTER THEIR FIRST piece, the lead 
What do rich corporate executives and singer (as one might have guessed), Duke 

Trenton State College students have in Williams, announced the band's theme for 
common? Not much, you may think. But the night. 
think again. "Prepare yourselves for a close encounter 

The common ground shared by these two of a th ird kind," moaned Duke who believes 
rather disparate groups is this: ready UFO s exist, and then went on to play 
access to legal advice. In fact, not many outrageous audio effects for the crowd in 
other folks in our society have the luxury of the packed Rat and those listening to 91.3 
having a lawyer at their "beck and call! FM. 
For the TSC student, his/her attorney is as 
close as #3037 on a campus phone. 

MY PRIMARY FUNCTION is to advise 
individual students; however, I can be of 
assistance to groups working on broad 
policy issues affecting students (food serv
ices, housing, disciplinary procedures). 
Representation in litigation, because it 
requires inordinate attorney hours, is not 
included in our program. 

I hope to contribute to the education of 
the student-as-consumer of legal services. 
To this end, I will write regular newspaper 
columns covering general problem areas. A 
word of caution: reading newspaper articles 
will not equip you to be your own lawyer. 
At best, you will pick up a little vocabulary. 
It is an unfortunate reality that people must 
consult an attorney in order to get accurate 
legal advice based on the facts of their 
particular situations. 

Legal myths can and must be eliminated 
from a student's decision-making process. 
Too often, students get their "legal opin
ions" from aunts and uncles, policemen, and 
other probably well-meaning folks. And too 
often, this advice is misleading and even 
destructive to students' interests. 

A tip: It is best to consult an attorney at 
the earliest possible time in the develop
ment of a problem. Legal rights are often 
lost by those who tarry... 

Preventative law, an interest of mine 
emphasizes the maintenance of "legal 
hygiene" (health) rather than the treatment 
of legal problems (disease). A legal services 
plan such as ours can provide an environ 
ment which encourages the use of p reventa 
tive legal measures. 

PREVENTATIVE LAW PRACTICE 
would be more widespread were it not for 
one prohibitive factor: cost. Folks simply 
can't afford to call their attorney for 
information on every decision; however, 
under our program, students can and have 
consulted me before making decisions with 
important legal consequences. 

Some very general preventative law 
suggestions: 

1. All important communication (particu
larly to landlords) should be confirmed in 
writing (i.e. "this letter will conform our 
conversation of last Saturday, when I told 
you..."), and the writer should make and 
keep a photostat. 

2. Start a filing system, and file all 
important correspondence and documents 
(lease, insurance policies, etc.). 

3. When your legal rights are in doubt, 
see a lawyer!! 

This was the second concert that campus 
Contained on page seven 

BY KARLYN FEDOSH 
Dr. Leon Kamin, professor of p sychology 

| at Princeton University, traced the history 
of in telligence testing to prove that "there 
is no demonstration to show that heredity 
has a significant effect on intelligence test 
scores." 

At the lecture Kamin gave last Tuesday 
at TSC, he briefly covered the history of 
I.Q. tests from 1905 when Alfred Binet 
completed the first intelligence test, up to 
the present. 

ALFRED BINET THOUGHT of th e test 
as "a diagnostic instrument of tool" Binet 
thought that children could be taught to do 
better on the intelligence tests and that "it 
was necessary to react against anyone who 
thought of the test as measuring anything 
fixed or unchangeable." 

Kamin talked about vague labels that 
stigmatized people during the 1920's as a 
result of the test. In 1924, a racist 
immigration law was passed which 
stipulated that coolies, convicts and 
prostitutes be debarred from immigrating 
into the United States. Later on morons, 
idiots and imbeciles were added to that list. 
Finally, the law stated that persons of 
"constitutional psychopathic inferiority" be 
debarred. 

Kamin's point in mentioning this was to 
show that the test was not being used as a 
diagnostic tool, but it was being used to 
stigmatize people into categories of 
stupidity. It was an outlet for prejudice. 
Kamin also pointed out that few differences 
were noted betweeen people who were 
degenerate, simpleminded, insane, or poor 
at that time. 

Staff Photo By John Mitrano 
Deborah Lowry accepts award from Rhodora chairperson Gina Pachea. 

Showcase nets $380 
BY RON BARTLETT 

The Deborah Hospital charity is about 
$380 richer after Wednesday night's "Show
case of the Bands" held in the Pub. 

Debbie Lowry, senior speech communica
tions major, coordinated the event. She said 
the idea was generated through a Public 
Relations class she has with professor 
Morton Shenker. After hearing about the 
charity from Shenker, Lowry made some 
phone calls and immediately "hit it off' with 
the people from Deborah. 

SEVERAL AREA RESTAURANTS, 
including the Rusty Scupper, Charlie's 
Brother, Duke's Pub, Emerson's. Seafood 
Shanty, and the Red Lobster contributed 
free dinners to be raffled off. Records 
contributed by WTSR and products from 
Avon were some of t he other gifts. 

Deborah Hospital, founded in 1922, 
specializes in the treatment of Lung and 
Heart disease, li is a non-secianan organ

ization that performs its services without 
regard to a person's ability to pay. 
Supported mainly through individuals and 
not government subsidies, the hospital 
must raise 13 million dollars a year. 

Over 30,000 volunteers work as fund 
raisers through the 30C chapters that have 
been established throughout the east. 
Located in Browns Mills, New Jersey, the 
hospital cares for 2500 resident patients and 
7,000 outpatients per year. 

"There were a lot of problems, but the 
problems were solved quickly. The cause is 
the thing that made everything okay. Think 
of th e person there on the operating table 
having open heart surgery and you forget 
the problems," said Lowry. 

Ruthless, Pan, and Bently were the three 
bands that performed for free. Between 
acts, Gertrude Bonatti, director of Deborah 
Hospital in Philidelphia, passed out albums 
and gifts from the stage. 

Kamin proved through examples of f our 
separate studies that the scientists involved 
could just as easily have interpreted the 
information in an opposite direction from 
the one which they chose. 

In 1923, a scientist named Brigam did a 
study of "American Intelligence." He tested 
groups of immigrants who had been living 
in the United States for twenty years or 
more and compared their scores to those of 
immigrants who had recently come to the 
U.S. The results showed that immigrants 
who had lived in the U.S. for twenty years 
were just as intelligent as native 
Americans, but the most recent immigrants 
did poorly on the tests. 

Instead of interpreting this evidence to 
mean that there was a correlation between 
good scores on the tests and the amount of 
exposure immigrants had to the American 
life style, Brigam said immigrants were 
becoming more and more feebleminded as 
time goes on. Kamin used this example to 
show the "power of the analysis and 
interpretation of the information from the 
intelligence tests." 

KAMIN CITED THREE studies 
involving separated pairs of identical twins. 
The scientists conducting the studies hoped 
to prove that because identical twins have 
identical genes, even if they are raised in 
separate environments, there should be 
quite a substantial resemblance between 
the I.Q. test scores of the pairs of twins. 
This evidence should point to the theory 
that intelligence is inherited through the 
genes. 

Kamin showed though, that the separate 
environment would have to be different. If 
the environments were correlated, the test 
wouldn't work. Kamin showed that the 
scientists even admitted in some of the 
studies, that the mothers would give the 
one twin to a close relative or family friend, 
so they were not raised in substantially 
different environments. Some of the twins 
used in the studies were actually in the 
same classes together in school. 

Kamin also pointed out that twins who 
respond to the sudies already know about 
each other and have contact with each 
other, so the tests are not really valid. 

Another study Kamin mentioned 
involved the difference between the scores 
of adopted children and their adoptive 
parents, and the scores of biological 
children and their biological parents. It was 
found that the scores had greater 
resemblance between the biological 
children and their parents. 

The scientists who conducted the study 
said that this proved that intelligence was 
inherited because the adoptive parents only 
provided the environment for the adopted 
child, while the biological parents provided 
the environment plus the genes for the 
biological child. 

KAMIN SAID THAT this was not a valid 
argument because the adoptive families are 
special families. They are always carefully 
screened. 

Adoptive parents tend to be older than 
biological parents because they usually try 
to have their own children before they 
adopt. Adoptive families have fewer 
siblings and they are usually better off 
economically. There is less variation 
between adoptive families than there is 
between biological families because of this 
careful screening. 

In conclusion, Kamin suggested what he 
felt to be a good idea for a more accurate 
study on the inheritance of in telligence. He 
suggested that families be found who have 
adopted children as well as having their 
own. 

Kamin said that comparing the 
correlation between the adopted child's test 
scores and the parents' scores with the 
correlation between the biological child's 
test scores and the parents' scores, would 
be a more accurate study than the previous 
one. 

Kamin said, "We cannot measure 
intelligence." He said today the intelligence 
tests are still not used accurately. The 
purpose of the tests is supposed to predict 
future scholastic ability, but today these 
tests are still used to stigmatize and 
separate certain groups of people and to 
classify them as stupid. 



IPG j PARENTAL GUIDANCE SUGGESTED]_ 
SOMC MATEBlAl MAY WOT B€ SUITABlE FOR CHIUWENI  ̂Ttrentietk Centufuj-'Fbx pictu/tc 1977 20TH CENTURY-FOX 

COMING DECEMBER 23rd 
Dutchess Theatre, Eric Montgomeryville Theatre, Eric King of Prussia Theatre, Eric Pilgram Gardens Theatre, 
Eric Allentown Theatre, Eric Pennsauken Theatre, Eric Stratford Theatre, Eric Concordville Theatre, 
Eric Lawrenceville Theatre, Eric Penn Jersey Fairless H ills Theatre 

Check newspapers for additional theatres and show times. 
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Utimme Umana denied 
funds; CUB to pay tab 

A Full-Time 
Undergraduate to 
become Chairperson for 
the College Union Board's 
Cultural Programming 
Committee. 

• Responsible for programming 
major cultural events on campus. 
(Plays, concerts, dance groups, 
etc.) 

• Excellent opportunity. 
Applications availableat CUB 
Office, Student Center, Ext. 2467. 

Club^s? Ŵ ditday.8 FaW eggeating C°nte8t pr°moted movie and TSC Boxing 

Staff Photo By Matt ZeU. 

Deadline is Dec. 12,1977 

persuasions entertain in the "Rat." oiarj mo to uy jrm btreeter 

Signal rated "excellent" 
BY PEGGY BALLMAN 

A rating of "e xcellent" was given to The 
Signal, Trenton State's weekly newspaper, 
along with five merit awards to individual 
staff members by the journalism 
department of St. Bonaventure University. 

The School of Journalism at St. 
Bonaventure's holds a yearly competition in 
which college newspapers nation-wide are 
rated according to content and conduct, 
writing, layout and appearance, and an 
overall evaluation. 

THE AWARDS WERE given for 
samples of last semester Signal issues 
submitted for competition. They included 
the drug issue, an in-depth investigation of 
the drug culture at TSC; the sex issue, 
containing an article on the professor 
charged by a student with trading sex for 
grades, and several stories and columns bu 
staff writers. 

The individual merit awards went to 
Editor-in-Chief, William Haacker, for 
editorial writing; Joseph R. Perone, 
managing editor, for news articles and 
sports columns; Mark Smith, art director, 
for editorial cartoons; and Tim Faherty, for 

his cartoon strip, The Bohemians. 
Faherty, who has since graduated from 

Trenton, is currently art director at the 
Princeton Spectrum, a free weekly paper. 

Haacker, who has been editor-in-chief 
since last December, feels The Signal staff 
should also be recommended for their 
contribution to the paper. 

"Of course we are pleased with the 
individual awards, but the one we are most 
proud of is the one that the paper received 
as a whole," said Haacker. "Bonaventure 
rated us as an excellent paper, fifteen 
points shy of s uperior. This wouldn't have 
been possible it if were'nt for all of the 
people that sacrifice their academic, social 
and work life to out The Signal." 

"These people work all Monday night and 
Tuesday morning to put out the paper and 
they are the ones that deserve the credit," 
said Haacker. 

In previous years, The Signal has earned 
a high rating from St. Bonaventure and 
Columbia University Schools of journalism, 
and individual writers have won first place 
awards. 

BY CAROL IADONISI 
AND GREG BAUMANN 

College Union Board (CUB) has assumed 
teh financial obligation of paying the full 
$2,855 tab for the Persuasions musical 
group after Utimme Umana was denied the 
funds from the Student Finance Board 
SFB) at last Wednesday's meeting. 

the funds were used to sponsor the 
Persuasions, a musical group, for 
Cultural Awareness Day (CAD) which was 
held Friday, December 2, and was original
ly to be sponsored by Utimme Umana and 
La Voz Occulta with the help of CUB 
cultural. 

ASSISTANT SFB CHAIRMAN Steve 
Rothman said the board denied Utimme 
Umana editor Mike Nixon's request 
because they felt it was not the newspaper's 
place to sponsor the event. 

"Utimme Umana is a publishing, not a 
programming body," said Rothman. "We 
felt that CUB should do it." 

The time element also had a bearing on 
the board's decision, according to Rothman. 
Nixon renuested the special appropriation 
on Wednesday, November 30, for an event 
that was only two days away. 

"I don't understand why he waited till 
now," said SFB member Sue Schreibman. 

Nixon said in his presentation to the 
board that he had planned to make the 
request the previous week, but the board 
held no meeting (because of the Thanks
giving recess). 

SOME C ONFUSION ALSO arose about 
the signing of contracts. When Nixon was 
asked at the SFB meeting if the Persua
sions had signed a contract for CAD, he 
.seemed unsure, intially answering "no," 

and then saying "yes," when the allocations 
were denied. 

Rothman said that after Nixon was 
informed of the board's decision to deny the 
allocation, he (Nixon) said the contract was 
"already signed." 

"CUB then agreed to pick up the bill for 
everything," said Rothman. 

"Because CUB sponsord all of CAD, 
Nixon wanted nothing to do with it, said 
Rothman, "even though Utimme Umana 
still did all the work." 

NIXON, WHEN ASKED to comment 
on Rothman's charges, said "Everything he 
(Rothman) said was not true. I have not 
further comment about the false informa
tion." 

In other matters, SFB approved $1,539 
for the Boxing Club the majority of which 
will be used to purchase equipment such as 
striking bags, gloves, and boxing ring. The 
club originally requested $2,113. 

The Management Club did not fare as 
well, receiving only $181.00 of the $1,156 
which thev requested. 

SFB Chairman Frank Hoh said this was 
because the club failed to adhere to its 
budget lines and then did not see him for 
budget revisions. 

In addition, the club had only $88.50 
remaining from its original budget of 
$533.00, which Joe Skirchak, SGA vice-
president of office management, said 
"should have been used more judiciously." 

CUB International also received $232.00 
out of a $1300 request for a series of events 
they wish to sponsor, and CUB members 
Ellen Sherman and Lori Manning received 
$120 to attend a Public Events Management 
Seminar. 
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Pulitzer Prize winner speaks to n,J class 
Sources, if developed right, are sources a 

reporter would use over and over again, 
said Barlett. Reporters dealing with 
complex issues need to know terminology, 
legalities, "and when they're being put on," 
said Barlett. 

"The A.C.L.U. (American Livil Liberties 
Union) wants to seal police records that 10 
years ago they used to uncover police 
beatings of b lacks in Chicago," said Barlett. 
"The A.C.L.U. is trying to restrict 
information that they used 10 years ago. 

BY MARGARET REILLY 

Mild mannered Donald L. Barlett looks 
more like a Wall Street broker than a 
Pulitzer prize winning investigative 
reporter. 

Short, bald, dressed in a conservative 
three piece suit, the bespectacled Barlett 
spoke to journalism students in Holman 
Hall Friday, touching on a wide range of 
subjects. 

BARLETT, WHO IN 1975 shared the 
Pulitzer prize with investigative partner 
James B. Steele for their series on the 
Internal Revenue Service, said that nothing 
(reform wise) came about as a result of t hat 
series. What's more, it really doesn't bother 
him. 

"Many reporters have the traditional 
concept when they start an investigation of 
wanting results. They want someone to go 
to jail, they want new legislation enacted. 
My idea is we'll lay it out, if something 
results from it, fine, if nothing happens 
that's O.K.," said Barlett. 

Barlett said there is a danger when 
reporters approach an investigation with 
preconceptions of losing objectivity. 
Reporters also should avoid the risk of 
trying to stylize a story. 

"You can't sacrifice content for style," 
said Barlett. When Barlett and Steele work 
on series, "We only look for clarity and legal 
truth." 

Barlett's success as an investigative 
reporter comes from doing (his) home
work, "and cultivating a library of sources," 
he said. 

SOURCES ARE INDIVIDUALS who 
provide a reporter with information that is 
not always accessible to the reporter. 
Barlett's sources he said, are experts in the 
areas he's investigating. Barlett relies when he can, on public IF P0LICE RECORDS are sealed, police 

"I have a library of sources with records for his information, he spoke could arrest people with certain last names 
expertise on a variety of subjects where it's strongly against the trend towards privacy people who are a certain height and the 
necessary to have information evaluated," and sealing public records throughout the public would never be aware of what was 
said Barlett. country, especially court and police records, going on, Barlett said 

"If you have no way to assess the i 0h, 
people are doing, then you're in r«i 
trouble," said Barlett. 1 

the forerunner of this privacy idea, they 'r 
the first state to seal police records" 
Massachusetts also has more lo^i 
corruption than the rest of the count,,, 
Barlett said. 

In a private interview, Barlett said that 
in spite of Watergate, "nine out of ten 
reporters" are not interested in in-d epth 
investigative reporting. Barlett, who 
spends anywhere from a month to a ye ar 
carefully researching a story said most 
reporters are more interested in quick 
results. 

"Most reporters would rather work 
under the pressure of a daily deadline," 
Barlett said. 

Barlett said that he never worried about 
possible dangers during any of his in ves
tigations. 

"THE ONLY DANGER is 
coming in contact with an individual 
might be mentally unbalanced, but that's an 
individual, not the institution," said Barlett 

The softspoken Barlett said he was never 
worried during the two years he in ves
tigated organized crime in Chicago, "I t's 
(organized crime) an institution and 
institutions won't hurt you." 

Barlett said he wanted to be a reporter 
for "as long as I can remember." He went to 
study journalism at Penn State University 
and quit after one year because he wa s 
anxious to write. 

His advice to would be journalists is, once 
out of school start with a small pap er, 
rather than a metropolitan paper. 

"A small paper will give a reporter a l ot 
more to do. It's a good way to learn how to 
write basic, varied stories," Barlett said. 

If he had it to do over again, Barlett 
would have studied stenography, computer 
science, data processing, business and 
business law. Barlett said knowledge o n 
these subjects will be invaluable to a 
reporter. 

WTSR 91.3 fm 
is Sponsoring a 

Entries must include: 
WTSR, 91.3fm, 
The Alternative. 
IBIS CDIIlISL\LL'IfyiSy 

Send all entries to: 
WTSR P.R. Director, 

Student Center, TSC, 
Trenton, NJ 08625 

UjIEsD. :i®0 

You could be the winner of a great prize! 

C.UJ. Student Center P rogramming 
PRESENTS 

HOLIDAY t 
CRAFT BAZAAR \ 

% WHEN: December 13* 14 
WHERE: Student C enter M ain L ounge 
WHO'S ELIGIBLE TO SELL ? Any T SC student. & 

faculty o r administrators. 
REQUIREMENTS: Must b e h and m ade crafts. 

There w ill he a $ 5.00 r efundable | 
deposit re quired f or e ach table. | 

Type p f c raft to be s old, approx. price 

Return b y D ec, 9 t o student Center P rograming 
CUR Office s tudent C enter 
Trenton State C ollege 
Trenton, NJ . 06625 
609-771-2467 

Any q uestions, call C UR office 

Return b y r ner 

& 

t \ 
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J. and B. sing it sweet at the "Rat." Staff Photo By Jim Streeter 

J & B enraptured 
'Rat9 audience 

BY BOB LACOSTA 
When listening to Jane Wasser and 

Barbara Jabeeb ("J & B"), many feelings 
and reflections came streaming through 
your consciousness imply because of the 
nature of the selection of songs. 

This is not to infer that their sets are 
overly mellow or Leonard Cohenish, but 
rather it is testimonial to their sincerity in 
the sensitive music which characterizes 
their show. 

J&B PERFORM IN the almost lost art of 
the acoustic duo. 

This is not necessarily the finished 
carving of what might turn into an eventual 
elecrtic molding. 

To some, this would be considered a step 
in the wrong direction. But one need not 
jump so fast to criticize. 

J & B  a r e  t w o  v e r y  t a l e n t e d  T S C  j u n i o r s :  
who have been together for over seven 
years. I can attest to that. That's a lot of 
performances and their show (especially in 
their tight harmonies) reflects -that 
experience. 

Last Thursday night, J&B took the stage 

once more. This time at the comfortable 
Rathskeller. They are gifted singers who 
shower their audience with a real life coffee 
house mix. From the beautiful "Please be 
with Me" to the highest version of "Help" 
you'll ever hear, the tempo is on target for 
the wasted, the semi-wasted, or the not-so-
wasted-at-all types inhabiting the 'Skeller 
chairs. 
WHAT IS MISSING is the excitement 

that usually follows when two pretty ladies 
take the stage. The duet explains, "We'd 
like to get a band together, but right now, 
it's a time factor. We're still in college 
(music majors) so the formation of any band 
will have to wait to the summer." 

A band complete with light drums-less 
than five pounds-lead guitar, bass, and 
keyboards is the ingredient needed to place 
some of the excitement that is usually a 
necessity in the performing arts. But that is 
for the future. As for the present, J&B are 
not doing so badly as far as gaining 
exposure goes. They play a variety of cl ubs 
including The Goose and Gander, Gulios, 
uasonne Alley, and at Squires. 

ATTENTION SENIORS 
marketing club sponsors... 

"OPERATION 
NATIVE TALENT 

1977" 

This is a great opportunity 
to meet with representatives of over 60 

companies and line up a handfull of interviews 
all in one afternoon . 

WHEN: December 28th & 29th 
TIME: 8:30 am to 5:00 pm 
PLACE: Benjamin Franklin Hotel, 

9th & Chestnut Streets, Philadelphia. 

If interested, see Mrs. Lanigan 
in the Division of Business Office 

by December 22nd to sign up. 

C&33 

That's a very impressive list, as the 
experienced clubbers probably know. 

"The two women playing together is a 
novelty. When we audition, we usually get 
the job." Sitting through their act, it is easy 
to understand why. 

THEIR SETS HAVE donned the cap of 
sophistication with the exception of a 
back-up group. Barbara, for instance, is 
doing an adequate job on lead guitar. A 
year ago, this wasn't the case. This allows 
their sets to incorporate a more varied 
flavor than previously. They usually are 
TJut-ij tV,ri?ueh their entire act, but 
inurluS^ night they initiated a standing 
fourth set, which is probably a progressive 
step. 

The duo likes to play requests and as a 
result did an off-the-wall version of Bad 
Company's "Feel Like Making Love." 
Barbara made up for it by doing a seldom 
suggested "Yesterday." 

Along with doing much of the high 
harmonies, Jane displays excellent range 
during "Free Man in Paris" and other Joni 
Mitchell compostitions. 

Barbara is responsible for two originals 
sung during the show, "I'm Falling For 
You" and "My Blues" which were received 
warmly by the Rat crowd. "Our favorite 
places to perform are at Wagner College 
and right here in the Rathskeller," said 
Barbara. 

Natives of North Plainfield, a small 
Central Jersey community which simply 
breeds talent, the duo admits that at times 
there are arguments about which songs to 
insert in their set. "We love and hate each 
other. But we really have become less 
competitive with each other over the 
years," perceives Barbara. 

A NORTH PLAINFIELD guitarist/ 
composer, Gary Venitelli is the author of 
the tune which J&B did entitled "Far,-
house," which offers a view shared by many 
who have resided in that town: "Take it 
from me, set yourself free. I'm looking for a 
farmhouse with a gate and a fine trimmed 
lawn." 

The performance featured two gifted 
singers in Kevin Glenn and Greg Caiola. 

While there is room for improvement, 
let not the suggestions in this article 
overshadow the many strenghts of J&B. 
The guitar playing is, more than adequate 
for what they do, their individual lead 
vocals are nothing short of excellent, and 
their harmonies superb. 

All in all, an enjoyable act which does 
wonders for the musical head. 

Billy Joel 
at Rider 

BY ROBERT LACOSTA AND 
NANCY REILLY 

Billy Joel's audience came to hear him 
sing lyrics. They listened and watched as 
the magical man painted their feelings right 
in front of their very eyes and ears. 

Billy Joel played to a sellout crowd at the 
Alumni Gym on the Rider College Campus 
last Sunday night. His intensity electrified 
the excited mass of J oel fanatics, from the 
whistling introduction of "The Stranger" to 
the last few bars of his finale - "Souvenir." 

IT WAS A high class performance by 
the wizard of words. At one point in the 
show, a generator blew, knocking out the 
entire show with the exception of the two 
spotlights. 

He covered his anger well by interjecting 
a tune, "Country Western Song" whicl. 
described his first impressions of S outhern 
music. "We'll play this and I promise you'll 

be the last audience ever to hear it." 
This reversal of the premier effect was 

both amusing and appreciated by the 
audience who realized that the darkened 
stage was just "one of those things" and that 
the show must go on. And it did. 

"I'm getting angry," he said as h 
introduced "Prelude/Angry Young Man. 
As the light man heard a clap of thender 
from the God on stage, light appeared. 

He played "Piano Man eariy in tne sei 
calming the audience. "You won't be 
wondering the whole concert when I'm 
gonna' get into it," he said after his most 
famous song. 

AT TIMES, HE'D lean forward as if to 
hear the hundreds of requests and then give 
one crushing "yes" to all of them. 

His interaction with the audience was 
frequent as he talked and walked about the 
stage clenching his fists like a boxer 
throughout the entire performance. 

His appreciation seemed real and his 
annoyance at the light man was genuine as 
if to indicate a sincere "Entertainer." 

His show mixed most of h is latest album 
The Stranger while stirring in. Five Parts 
Turnstiles, and pinches of Piano Man and 
Streetlife Serenade. 

All blended together, it was the best 
batch of music that any rock-n-roller has 
cooked up in a long time. 

THERE ARE MANY things to be said 
for a Billy Joel Concert, but the most 
important and intelligent comment one 
could make in retrospect would be to simply! 
say, "Go, see, and hear him." 

Duke Williams 

1 

Continued from page three 
radio has broadcasted live from the 'skeller 
in this semester. The coordinator of 'TSR's 
"live from the Rat" series, Bill Moreau was 
asked how things went. 

"Very big," said Moreau even though he 
had problems up until the performance. 

The people directly involved were not 
sure if T uesday's broadcast would be held 
from the Student Center, for several 
windows were blown out of t he Rat during 
the surprise gale that hit the campus twelve 
days earlier. In fact, just before the band 
started setting up, that stage area had to 
have repair equipment moved and the floor 
vacuumed by people from the station and 
employees of the Rathskeller. 

IT WAS FOR that reason that publi
city was held back until it was certain Duke 
would play there. However, Moreau was 
satisfied that the Rat was packed, in that 
the station had to air as he put it some 
"super publicity" in about 24 hours. 

"This was the first show that was really 
good," he continued, "soundwise," compar
ing the audio quality of th is one to previous 
shows the station aired during this sem
ester. 

Regardless of the sound quality, the 
viewing audience had more of a treat than 
the listening audience. Duke was on 
keyboards and also played a Gibson 
twelve-stringer for some of the effects. 
Paul Plumeri and his vintage Gibson Les 
Paul belted out some guitar solos, some 
ringing back to his former days with the 
Allman Brothers back in 1971 in Macon, 
Georgia. Some decent bass was provided 
by George Caruso who just recently 
entered the group on his Fender, while 
Cory Sfcagnolo did some fine 

All are from the greater Trenton area. 
The lighting combinations were fantastic, 

in giving an eerie and extraterrestrial 
appearance to the group. This was 
accentuated by Duke wearing his dark 
sunglasses at various times, giving him an 
outrageous alien appearance. 

Crowd reactions to the band were mixed. 
During the faster numbers people began 
dancing and hand-clapping in the Rat as 
others from upstairs gazed through win
dows overlooking the Center's pub, but the 
crowd mellowed out during slower selec
tions. 

"I'VE BEEN A follower," said Jim 
Parkinson, a graduate of engineering, 
"since WTSR has become involved with 
Duke Williams back in Radiothon '77." 

When asked about this particular per
formance Parkinson replied that the band 
was "excellent" but added "they always put 
a good show." 

After the concert ended at midnight, 
WTSR's station manager Bob Hefferon had 
a few comments on the station's goals with 
the series. 

As far as airing talent went 'TSR's object, 
said Hefferon, is to obtain "excellent quality 
local groups." 

"The Rat," continued Hefferon, "is a 
facility that can and should be used" to 
"expose the community" to the wealth of 
musical talent in the Trenton area. 

WISR WILL PRESENT on Tuesday, 
december 6 Dirt Cheap in its "Live from the 
Rat" broadcast starting at 9 p.m. People 
who would like to see this band but can't 
make it to the 'skeller can listen to WTSR at 
91.3 FM. Informed sources have told me 
thai Dirt Cheap plays "everything" and 
that people can expect more good vibra
tions on Tuesday night. 
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TSC graduate 
"Teacher of 
the Year" uses 
new approach 

BY MARGARET REILLY 

Kenneth F. Wood said he recommends 
his alma mater, Trenton State College, to 
prospective teacher he meets. A guidance 
counselor and career development 
specialist at the A. Chester Redshaw Junior 
High School in New Brunswick, Wood is 
New Jersey's "Teacher of the Year" for 
1978. 

BY APRIL ROLAND 

If you happen to be strolling through 
Packer Hall on a Tuesday or Thursday and 
hear the strange rhythmic beating of a 
drum, dont be alarmed! Take a peek into 
the dance studio and you 11 see a group 01 
people moving their bodies to this beat, 
e.'Dressing themselves with each move
ment. 

They're doing something that the human 
race has participated in since the beginning 
of time-dancing. What makes this group so 
different from other students who dance? 
It's Orchesis, the modern dance club, and as 
they move they're learning the art of 
modern dance. 

THE CLUB MEETS on Tuesdays from 
3-5 pm and on Thursdays from 5-7. Anyone 
is invited to attend whether it be serious 
dancers or people who just like the 
exercise. The classes are well-planned and 
very enjoyable, but don't let that fool you! 
The sweat running down the foreheads of 
the dancers is proof enough that dance is a 
lot of hard work; physical and mental. Yet 
the class leaves you with an elated feeling, a 
feeling of accomplishment and renewed 
energy! 

All the classes are taught by the 
enthusiastic new instructor Jana Feinman. 

She's a well qualified teacher and a very 
energetic person. It shows in her classes 
She really puts out a hundred percent. Jana 
has been a member of a professional dance 
company of New York for the past seven 
vears. They have performed in and around 
New York, Washington, D.C., and Connecti-

studio into a place where young dancer 
practice and perform. Feinman wr " ̂  

cut. She has taught at Hunter College and 
plans to do her own concert in the spring 
with her own works. 

What are her plans for Trenton this year? 
She feels dance isn't big enough at our 
college and plans to do something about it. 
Eventually she hopes to turn the dance 

like to make arrangements for the u 
the studio for up and coming young chm ! 
graphers as rehearsal and 1 "• 
space. So far she's done an excellent il k 
with the modern dance club. The stud 
are very pleased and it's obvious 
efforts they put out in class. 

But the modern dance club doesn't end. 
the classroom. Throughout the year 
will be trips to New York to see p roff 
sional dance companies perform. Also 
numerous workshops will be planned" whic-
will be °pen to the general student bod/ 

To start the year rolling the fa 
workshop has already been held. It w as 
disco workshop held in the multi-purp«s 
room of the Student Center. It was taugl 
by a professional dance team from N e 

: Y ork and turned out to be quite a su ccess 
In the spring, the dance club will g ive then 
own concert, which will be run, chore 
graphed, and danced by the students. 

SO THE NEXT time you happen to be 
Packer Hall on a Tuesday or Thursday 
afternoon, take a walk over to the d a 
studio. Better yet, put on some leotards 
join in. Dance can be enjoyed by a nyi 
ypu don't have to be an expert to 
something out of one of Feinman's d; 
classes. 

"Teacher of the Year," Kenneth F. Wood. 

Wood, who has a teaching certificate in 
vocational education as a teacher in 
production personnel and service, also has a 
certificate as a co-ordinator of cooperative 
industrial education. He is working towards 
a B.S. from Trenton State in vocational 
education. 

A FORMER SCHOOL security aid, 
Wood enjoyed working with children so 
much he studied nights to earn his teaching 
certificates. He chose Trenton State 

"because industrial education teachers (he) 
talked to recommended it." 

"In New Brunswick, most of the 
industrial education teachers are graduates 
of T renton State," said Wood. 

Nervous about starting college, Wood 
said he found a lot of helpful professors at 
Trenton State, "they (his professors) all 
took an interest in me, they're responsible 
for my success today." 

Robert Cokinda, associate professor of 
industrial education and technology, Gary 
D. Oakley, assistant professor of I.E. and 
technology, and Robert G. Thrower, 
professor of I .E. technology, were some of 
the individuals, according to Wood, 
responsible for his "good experience" at 
Trenton State. 

CUB Cultural Presents A National 
Touring Company Product 1011 Of 

s 

Xhur. Dec. 8, 1977 in 
Kendall Hall 
8 p.m. 

Listen to WTSR for trivia 
give-a-way tickets 

Funded by S A.f. 

Tickets on sale 
at Student Center 

Info Booth 

$2. with i.d. 
$5. staff, faculty, alumni 
$7.50 general public 

While Wood's childhood in Harlem helped 
form his philosophies as a teacher, his 

college experience made him "understand 
what (he) was doing," said Wood. 

"IT [COLLEGE] OPENED my eyes. I 
definitely needed background and founda
tion and I got it from college. I still fall back 
on things my professors told me," said 
Wood. 

During the 1969 period of racial unrest in 
New Brunswick, while still a security aide, 
Wood organized a lunchtime recreation and 
dance period to offer students a creative 
way to "work off steam." 

As a teacher, Wood has introduced his 
students to real iife by having them punch a 
time clock and experience shift work. He 
calls his method, "hands on, sensory 
approach." Right now, his classes are 
making lamps that are being used in the 
school. One class makes the bases, another 
class silk screens labels, and so on until the 

lamp is completely assembled. 
Another method Wood employs is"realiti 

theory." Reality theory, according to Wood, 
is "being aware of students' needs." 
said his objective- is to give his 
"love and education." 

"It's something we'd do normally, 11 
bring it to the classroom, love 
understanding," said Wood. 

WOOD IS ENJOYING his notoriety 
teacher of the year. One day, said W ood, 
the cafeteria worker at the Redshaw 
together and made him a cake. His f amily 
friends and co-workers have gone ou t 
their way to congratulate him. But 
pleases Wood the most are the coi 
ulations from his junior high s 
students. 

"My students walk up to me like 
men and women, shake my hand an d s ay, 
'Congratulations, Mr. Wood.' To me, t hats 
very gratifying." 

BwweyKxxxsaPBoiiaaoaaaawaMaaataataaaaaaaaBwaaaaaoaotsaaooac 

BRITTANIA 
RULES. 

Rule *1. Look for this label. 

Rule #2. Jeans with style. 

Rule #3. Neat Vests. 

Rule *4. It's all at the Gap 

The newest rule in 
denim style-lean fitting 
jeans, shirts and vests. 
Good looking, great 
detailing, and the sizes 
to fit. So learn the new 
rule. Brittania. 
O x f o r d  M a l l  
P E N N S Y L V A N I A ;  L A N G H O R N E  
N e s h a m i n y  Ma l l  " > ^ . 1  
P E N N S Y L V A N I A ;  C O R N V V E L L S  H E I G H T S  C j S  
Quaker Bridge Mall 7̂ , 
N E W  J E R S E Y :  L A W R E N C E V I L L E  .i. N b W  JhHSEY: L A W R P N P .Pu i i  I  n — U B S G S S I U S S * *  

^aSSX%XXSS%,aae3asxxxx3aaaaaa&s&osxxBxsesxxxsxxxssxsss3asss£ 
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Crim inal Justice Column 

The Felix Farenga case was 
concluded last 

statement that was critical of "Green Hall" 
they might and could be dismissed from the 
college. Forty-one percent stated that they 
would be dismissed (without a doubt) from 
the college. Now, I am NOT stating that 
this is the case, but the fact that the 
students believe it is clearly a condition in 
need of concern. 

FLEISHMAN WOULDN'T ANSWER 
QUESTIONS 

May 
BY CAROL VANSANT 

AND ROSEMARY CONBOY 

In response to all of the eager contro
versies about student rights on Trenton 
State College campus, the American 
Criminal Justice Association decided that 
our next article would be about Felix 
Farenga and his particular problem with 
the judicial structure of the college. 

This is an interview that was conducted 
on Friday, November 10 with Professor 
Nick Chiarkas who is an influential faculty 
member of the Criminal Justice Depart
ment, and who was also involved as the 
advisor for Felix Farenga during his 
administrative hearing on May 10,1977. 

THIS HEARING CONCLUDED with 
the suspension of Felix Farenga from 

Does the student have 

any real rights relative 

to being suspended? 

Trenton State College. We feel as the 
American Criminal Justice Association that 
the administration's process of decision in 
regard to Farenga's suspension was 
unjustly conducted, extemely prejudiced 
and abusive of power and situation. 

This interview with Nick Chiarkas is 
intended to inform "YOU" the students of 
the actual feelings and wrongdoings of the 
administration while they proceeded with 
breaking and distorting the already 
UNCONSTITUTIONAL Judicial Process of 
Trenton State College. 

We feel that the comments made by 
Professor Nick Chiarkas should help "YOU" 
the students understand "what really is 
happening behind the administration's 
closed doors! 

We especially need your concern and 
support because it not only involves Felix 
Farenga but also involves "YOU" the 
students at Trenton State College as well. 
This is due to the obvious violation of y our 
student and constitutional rights. 

INTERVIEW: 

Question: How did you become involved 
with the Farenga case? 

Answer: According to the campus judi
cial structure a student may ask a faculty 
member to represent him at the hearing... 
Felix asked me. 

Question: Is it true that you tried to get 
Felix off on a "technicality" as Sheila 
Fleishman stated? 

Answer: Let us be clear about one thing. 
I was not trying to get Felix off. The issue 
never came to that. I was defending justice. 
The administration never proved its case, 
and what is worse they don't care. The 
technicality that you have referred to is 
called the United States Constitution. 

Question: What kind of changes would 
you suggest in the campus judicial 
structure to insure students rights in the 
future? 

Answer: The problem is that the 
administration willingly violated the 

present judicial structure. It was admitted 
by all involved that there were certain 
"procedural irregularities" in violation of 
the judicial safeguards. Thus it is of no 

• ••• consequence what the system states or how 
it is written. If the administration does not 
wish to follow it, it is of l ittle meaning. 

Question: Does the student have any real 
rights relative to being suspended? 

Answer: In 1975, the Supreme Court 
decided Goss v. Lopex, which decision 
guarantees to students the right to a 
hearing before being suspended from 
school. The hearing for suspensions must 
afford to student with an oral or written 
notice of ALL charges against him and an 
explanation of ALL the evidence the 
authorities have and an opportunity to 
present his side of the story. This is the case 
for suspensions of less than ten days. 
Longer suspensions or expulsions will 
require more formal procedures. 

adversaries not the requirement of a 
specific type of hearing. And suspensions 
are indeed a form of punishment. 
Suspensions are imposed upon students 
who are accused of failing to obey the rules, HOWEVER, MUCH TO out dismay 
thus, requiring a finding that a rule has we were diverted from our intended 
been broken and that the accused student is questions. Thus, rather than the formal 
culpable. That fact-finding process must be interview, it was some how manipulated 
procedurally fair if the result (whether into a very informal interview contrary to 
called discipline or punishment) is the our intentions. 
deprivation of the right to attend school. As We wanted to ask Ms. Fleishman such 
was indicated in Scher v. Board of questions as: 
Education of W est Orange, "such hearings l) Do you feel that there were any 
require the most extensive due process procedural irregularities in the Farenga 
protections." Trial? 

2) Do you feel Farenga benefited from his 
Question: Are you bitter because ot the suspension? 

fact that Felix lost? 3) What do you feel the decision of the 
Answer: That is really two questions. Board was constituted by concerning Felix's 

am not at all bitter. I am suspension? First, I 

The controversy 
continues to this day 

disappointed in us. By us I mean the faculty Her response to these questions and 
and administrators (myself included). It is several others was either 
obvious that we are not willing to police A) No comment, 

Question: Ms. Fleishman stated that due ourselves. We know, make no mistake, we 
process might be okay in the outside world ALL know Felix did not receive a fair deal, 
but not here on campus. That is the And yet, rather than tell the student body 
impression we got from her statement that we made a mistake and we will cure it. 

Fleishman has two roles, 
a Counseling Position and the 
Campus Disciplinary Officer. 

about technicalities. What is your feeling 
about this? 

Answer: The application of the principle 
of due process to school affairs is appropiate 
not only because the state is obliged to use 
fair procedures in dealing with all its 
citizens, but because schools are educating 
the young for citizenship. 

Question: So do you feel the Judicial 
Structure is justified? 

Answer: No, but it is of little consequence 
because even if the process was just, there's 
ai indication that the administration would 
not be compelled to follow it. 

Question: But the administration has 
stated over and over again that these are 
not supposed to be adversary hearings, 
does that make a difference? 

Answer: Make no mistake, it is the 
imposition of punishment that creates 

we cover it up and pray it will go away. We 
are encouraging apathy, withdrawal and 
blind obedience, rather than reason, 
criticism and participation. We as an 
institution dedicated to teaching, have 
surely failed in the shadow of Socrates. 
Second, Felix did not lose. We did. Justice 
exists. We as mortals attempt, or ought to 
attempt to reach it. Not only did the 
administration fail to reach it, they didn't 
even try . . . justice was in sight, and they 
elected to ignore it. 

Question: We understand that you have 
just completed a study concerning apathy 
at Trenton State College, can you tell us 
what you found? 

Answer: Well, that would take some 
time, however, one of the most alarming 
findings (in short) was that more than 96 
percent of the students questioned stated 
that they believed that if they made a 

B) Turn the tape recorder off, 
C) I don't want to get into that. 
We feel the reason for such reactions were 

based on her fear of revealing any factual 
information that might endanger her job or 
the administrations unconstitutional case 
against Farenga. 

The fact of the matter is, Fleishman was 
afraid that we might pnveil a flaw that 
would enable us to build grounds to support 
our determination in display the 
administrations unjust decisions and un
constitutional laws. 

SHEILA FLEISHMAN HAS two roles in 
the campus community while acting as the 
Assistant Dean of Students she: 

1)has a Counseling Position, and 
2) acts as the Campus Disciplinary Officer. 
The CDO, is the person designated by the 

Dean of Students to supervise and record 
college disciplinary actions, and to review and 

"...Felix did not lose, 
we did,"said Chiarkas. 

make decisions when minor infractions of 
policies have occurred. 

Doesn't this seem contradictary and hein
ous that Ms. Fleishman has the authority of 
proposing sanctions to students, who a 
majority of the time she has dealt with before 
in her counseling services. 

This would basically lead a student to 
believe that information given in confidence 
to Sheila, could possibly be used to develop a 
sanction that might be taken against you. 

We feel this could have and has happened 
to Felix Farenga, and this is why the 
administration has chosen to repress any 
investigations concerning him. 

WE FOUND A contradiction in Ms. 
Fleishman's response in regard to the 
evidence the board used to constitute their 
decision on Felix's suspension. 

We found as quoted by Fleishman: "The 
prior history of the student is not known to 
the board until after they've made their 
decision." 

We then asked Fleishman: Does the 
decision of the board depend on the serious
ness of the offense? 

Her response was: "Sure it does. Again it 
depends on a lot of other things. It's a 
judgement question on the part of t he board, 
on the seriousness of the offense, it depends 
on what the person's previous histories, 
which they do not know before they make a 
decision." 

This quote by Sheila Fleishman proves to 
us that any confidential information given to 
her is not protected by Section II-C of the 
Student Handbook under the Rights and 
Freedoms of Students at TSC which is the 
improper disclosure clause. 

WE REALIZE THAT the Dean of 
Students office can be very helpful to 
students. However, we are also aware that 
the Dean of Students Office is capable of 
error which we have discovered, but these 
errors are being concealed. We attribute 
these problems to the conflicting roles in 
the Dean of Students Office. Their 
numerous responsibilities therefore are not 
beneficial to the student. 
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Editorial 

So long Frank 
A wise old sage and prophet once said, "He that controls the money controls 

all..." 

Basic common sense dictates that whoever is in charge of allocating money, 
wields a hell of a lot of influence and e rgo, power. 

Frank Hoh's resignation as Student Finance Board (SFB) chairm an comes 
as a shock to most of us, and it is with regret that we see him leave the scene. 

Beneath that easygoing exterior was a financial wizard in his own r ight. A 
man that was charged with the disbursement of nearly a half-a-million dollars 
worth of student's money for the use and enjoyment of the student and 
campus community, a situation in which most people would ha ve choked. 

The Signal would like to pay tribute to the soft-spoken man from 
Hillsborough without sounding like a funeral speech. For the amount of work, 

firessure, and pain the Frank endured during his brief tenure as student 
inance chairman, he deserves a pat on the back for what he and the SFB have 

done. 

Frank made it his business to know practically everything there is to know 
about the many student organizations that required funding from the SFB. In 
doing this, he was better able to judge the needs of various organizations. 
Raise the allocation t o some and cut it to others, much t o the ire of some 
student leaders and faculty ad visors. 

Hoh never enjoyed slashing budgets of student organizations, some maybe, 
but others no. But nonetheless it has to be done. With the declining 
enrollment and shrinking funds it was something that pained him. 

The work that he put into reorganizing the SFB in this short time, the 
pressure of school and outside work, the hassles from student leaders, and 
flak from campus administrators (to whom Hoh answers ) is enough to drive 
anyone nuts, or at least give someone an ulcer (which he has). 

A quiet man, Hoh never flaunted his position of power to force someone into 
a decision. He used diplomacy, tac t, and logic for the betterment of the SFB 
and the camnus. 

WHATSTHIS? 
.MORE EQUAL 

/RIGHTS 
DEMANDS... 

EQUALITY 
WITH MEN.,, 
EQUAL PAY,,, 
/ 

EQUAL 
PROTECTION 

/UNDER THE 
CRACK-POT LIBBERS,., 

He is a man of ex treme ability that will be missed. 

We at The Signal would like to offer Frank Hoh our sincerest thanks and 
wish him the best of luck in his fu ture endeavours. 

EDITOR'S NOTE: All letters from persons wishing to run for an editorship during the 
next year must have said documents in the Managing Editor's hands by today [December 6 
at six p.m. Eastern Standard Time]. Failure to do so will do nothing for your image and 
automatically makes you ineligible for the Pearl Harbor Day elctions. There will be n o 
exceptions.-WLH 

ERRATUM 

The Signal errored in its November 22 issue when it ran the story 
Registrar Blamed for Class Foul-up." In the story it was reported that the 20 

students who registered for the class "Teaching Art in the Elementary 
Grades were notified of the change of the class. In fact, the students were not 
notified. 

The Signal regrets the error. - WLH 
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Under the Influence Duke carries us to Extremes 
BY JOSEPH R. PERONE 

In the disposable, Farrah Fawcett-Phony 
world of the seventies, our search for 
cultural heroes often carries us to 
extremes. This is avidly displayed by 
multi-money rock stars who pattern the 
lives of a million adoring, orgasmic fans. 

Well, Duke Williams and the Extremes 
aren't legendary superstars yet, but 
potential echoes in the distance, and there 
is definitely something un-earthly or 
mysterious about this Northern band which 
plays under a southern recording label 
(Capricorn). If nothing else, lead singer 
Duke Williams and his band are the cultural 
symbol of his hometown of Trenton--a 
musical sound which is far away, yet local. 

For a fuzzy image of the Duke, imagine a 
bleary-eyed Jesus Christ wearing sun
glasses with an electric guitar slung over 
his shoulder. Now that's not to say he's 
some kind of s upreme being. 

But the entire appearance...long wavy 
brown hair, dark beard and silver-rimmed 
shades, gives the impression of a man who 
fell to Earth and doesn't particularly care 
about much except his musical extension of 
the First Amendment. 

And while some people ignorantly say his 
spaced-out stage presence means he's a 
"burnout," those close to him disagree and 
explain that it's all part of t he game plan. 

If that's true, then the Extremes scored a 
victory last week during their appearance 
in the Rathskeller, produced by Bill Moreau 
and sponsored by station WTSR (91.3FM). 

Plumeri offsets the 
spacey sound of Duke, 

Meshing the two styles 
into a fantasy-reality 
combination. Alice in 
Wonderland meets the 

state income tax. 

Certainly, their sound was the alterna
tive to some of the audible trash which 
floats through our ears and as the band 
relaxed a bit after the show in the backroom 
office at WTSR. The musicians explained 
their style. 

Paul Plumeri had removed his perfor
mance shirt and slipped his arms through 
another. His dark eyes drooped slightly 
from fatigue as he buttoned the open-
chested shirt. He look at drummer Corey 
Spagnolo and bass guitarist George Caruso 
who were fiddling with their equipment. 
"Yes" was playing in the background, 
courtesy of WTSR's After Midnight special, 
but Duke was nowhere to be found. 

Plumeri glanced towards the hallway and 
yelled: "Hey Duke, we supposed to be 
interviewed?" A voice yelled back half-
stoned, "Only if w e make the cover of The 
Signal...and fuck Ray Davies...what the hell 
does he have to do with TSC anyway," he 
said jokingly. Duke referred to a past 
Signal front page featuring Kinks' singer 
Ray Davies. 

"Don't listen to him," said Plumeri, an 
ex-Hoochie Cooch member who talked 
about his love affair with the blues. He 
offsets the spacey sound of Duke, meshing 
the two styles into a fantasy-reality 
combination. Alice in Wonderland meets 
the state income tax. 

"Blues is the basics and it makes us 
realistic enough to listen to," said Plumeri. 
"Blues is about tangible things...it's life 
good and bad. All that space stuff is 
futuristic. We're not space nuts and we're 
not UFO crazy. We don't get into anything 
like this," he said pointing to the speakers 
blaring out a "Yes" instrumental. 

Plumeri said he was easily influenced by 
B.B. King, Bobby Blue Band and Eric 
Clapton about ten years ago. Now his own 
style bleeds profusely from every pore, 
drenching us with the primal roots of rock 
'n roll. 

On stage, perhaps his most admirable 
quality is what he does with the guitar, 
because he is the guitar. The emotional 
dedication can be seen in his face as he 
moans, sways and weeps along with his 
solid body axe. 

While Corey and George provide the 

While Corey and George provide the 
direction of rhythm, Paul and Duke 

churn out the speed. The result is 
controlled velocity. 

direction of rhythm, Paul and Duke churn 
out the speed. The result is controlled 
velocity. 

And no matter what people say, no one 
can ignore the intensity of Paul Plumeri or 
Duke Williams. When Plumeri sang "Everv 
Day I Got the Blues" you actually believed 
him. The vocals were at least honest: "If 
you can't find your baby...ya better find 
somebody else." 

in between sounding short applause. 
While Duke sends us exploring to points 

unknown, Plumeri keeps Williams from 
leaving the stratosphere. 

But Duke has been criticized severely by 
the Trenton Times for his spacy efforts and 
the daily paper accused him of being burned 
out of drugs. 

His guitar solo didn't drown out the 
rhythm section. He blended with them, 
weaving a tapestry of sound by bending his 
strings to the max. Eyes closed, mouth 
open, his tongue would flicker in and out 
with the music as if he were french kissing 
the air. 

In playing the blues Paul walks hand-in-
hand with us while Duke drifts in and out 
of reality. But he's kind enough to take us 
with him at least part of t he way. 

During the Ratskeller set, Duke floated 
behind the keyboards for "Theme from the 
Bermuda Triangle" and played something 
similar to a funeral march, but with more 
tempo. Seated, he fondled his organ, the 
spotlights glaring on nis sunglasses as ne 
leaned into the song. The church music 
sound rained from his amp, falling and 
rising, sometimes somber, then suddenly 
screaming. He bounced back and forth 
with musical motion while Paul spaced riffs 

"I read it," said Duke. "The reporter 
interpreted things and gave her opinion. 
But what do I care what the local press 
says. The Trenton Times ignored me for six 
years. Look at what the Asbury Park Press 
did for Bruce Springsteen. They exploited 
the hell out of him. I 'm the only person in 
New Jersey connected with Capricorn 
Records and that's the kind of a rticle I get. 
Well, at least I made the top 40 in New 
Jersey Magazine." 

Duke called the Capricorn experience a 
"heavy education," especially his relation
ship with the now-defunct Allman Brothers 
Band. "The Allman Brothers were just a 
bunch of street dudes," he said. "Gregg was 
always kind of s pacey and Duane had such 
charisma. He was a great musician. Nobody 
could stand next to him." 

But Duane Allman's blinding talent on 

slide guitar was silenced during the "Eat a 
Peach" album following a motorcycle crash 
and Gregg had to take over. "Gregg carried 
the music...then he went Hollywood," said 
Duke. 

Will the Extremes go Hollywood and 
become another exploited rock group forced 
to turn out diarrhea disco to mindless, 
acne-faced teenyboppers? Said Plumeri: 
"We could have had a few contracts by now 
if Duke wasn't the way he is. He won't 
sacrifice the control. That's the way we 
want it." 

Soft-spoken bass guitarist George Caruso 
put is simply: "Duke is lookin' for the right 
package. He wants to push the group in the 
right direction. That's what happened with 
the iirst two Dxtremes' albums. They 
weren't handled properly." 

The first two LP's weren't put out by the 
present members of the Extremes. The old 
band consisted of Duke, T.J. Tindall on 
guitar, Charles Collins on drums and 
according to Plumeri "a guy named Hough 
was on bass. I can't even remember his first 
name. There are three tracks laid down by 
those guys for a new album, but it was just 
a studio effort because, when those masters 
were made, there was no band. They had 
already broken up." 

The present Extremes are working on a 
new album, but Plumeri said he wasn't sure 
if those three cuts would be included. "The 
new album w;ll be a concept effort," he 
said. "Duke does all the writing, the theme 
is'Space'. It won't be total space, though, 
because as long as we're playing, we won't 
abandon the blues." 

According to Corey: "The third album 
should be out in a few months. We might 
call it "The Bermuda Triangle" or maybe 
"Welcome to Morris." It's the Extremes' 

concept." 

"The Allman Brothers 
were just a bunch of 
street dudes, "he said. 
44Duane had such 

charisma. He was a 
great musician. Nobody 
could stand next tohim." 

The drummer with shoulder-length 
brown hair and boyish looks has appeared 
in Kendall Hall before and is an ex-member 
of Windmill. He also worked in New York as 
a session man for RCA productions. 

The tired eyes of bass guitarist George 
'Caruso have seen the sunny West Coast 
where he stayed during the summer with a 
local California band called "Holy Smoke." 
He also played with Middle Earth and B.G. 
Gibson (a TSC graduate) and played for 
"Hoochie Cooch" in the early seventies. 

"Sellin' records is done by men in suits 
and ties who ride the train to New York 
every day," said Caruso. "It's got nothin' to 
do with the musicians, but it's got 
everything to do with profit and loss." 

Plumeri echoed the frustration: "Artists 
are forced to co-exist with businessmen. 
You either comply or you'll do nothin' but 
stay in fuckin' bars the rest of yo ur life." 

Perhaps the Extremes won't stay in bars 
for very long if Plumeri sticks to his strings. 
"My music will always have roots," he said. 
The strAature might change, but the force 
behind it doesnit." 

And what about the Duke? Is he really 
controlled by men from outerspace or is it 
just a cannabis pipe dream? 

The 29 year old musician who never took 
music lessons and recorded his first single 
"Till Then You'll Cry" back in '65, is 
convinced that someone or something out 
there is guiding his life. 

"I had my first encounter with the Third 
Kind on July 4, 1976," he said. "It's hard to 
explain, but it's like I'm in a time warp. I'm 
totally controlled by an outside force and 
Trenton has a lot of sp acecraft in the air." 

And what about pot, Duke? C'mon, fess 
up. "Alright...1 smoke grass. I love it. 
DUKE WILLIAMS LOVES THE NECTAR 
OF THE GODS. I don't smoke cigarettes 
and I don't drink coffee, but I'll smoke. It 
takes the edge off t hings. I prescribe it for 
most Americans." 

So, as you can see, Duke Williams isn't 
iust a stoned rock n' roll space cadet. 
Actually, he's "wired for sound." 
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Prof. 'Cuts' Course 

LEU bl>J 
bo the 
EDITOR 

To The Editor: 
To R.B. Forbes: 

"Get High With Me" 
Sir, 

How in the hell can one person, in this day and age be so ignorant. In your letter make 
assumptions and generalizations about something that you obviously have no direct 
knowledge. 

Any "educated" person can take random facts and turn them into anthing they want. It's 
called propaganda. 

If one were to belive what you wrote, peace-loving people like me would be combination 
of H itler, Mussolini and rhesus monkey. 

We are collecitively paranoid, but only for fear that some uninitiated person would 
believe the vile canards that you and your intellectual mental incompetants spread. 

I smoke marijuana and I am not as you would have people believe a burnt-out freak. 
I have a 3.8 cum. and nothing is wrong with my testicles. My girlfriend never complains, 

but if yo u want to see yourself, you can be my guest. 
Hair is not growing on my teeth, and I don't even go to rock concerts. I am not alone. 

There are countless pot users in t he world today. 
We are normal people and it galls me to think that someone like you has the balls to tell 

me what I can and cannot do. 
In the future, before you write about something that you know nothing about, get some 

first hand information. I'll even invite you to get high with me. 

High Harry 

EDITOR'S NOTE-"High Harry" i s The Signal's straight dope columnist.-WLH. 

"Trash Is Still Trash" 
To The Editor: 

In reading the letters to the editor in the November 29 issue of The Signal, I discovered 
that some members of CUB Flicks were upset because they felt that I was "putting down" 
the Spring line up. 

I truly regret this, for I feel that CUB members have shown commenable concern and 
industry. I merely feel that, as far as the Spring line up goes, they have not worked wisely. 
^ There is no denying that the Spring line up is a disappointing decline from that of the 
Fall. If they chose the films on the basis of quality, why did they choose "The Seven 
Percent Solution," 'The Deep," "New York, New York," " You Light Up My Life," "Fun 
With Dick and Jane" and "Summer of '42," all films that were almost unanimously 
condemned by critics? 

If they wanted popular films why did they choose "The Seven Percent Solution," "New 
York, New York," "A Bridge Too Far," "Slap Shot " and "You Light Up My Life," all of 
which either lost money or barely broke even? 

From either standpoint there were poor films in the line up and I am obliged to point 
them out. The miraculous touch of CU B just will not cause lame lots to walk or bring dead 
films back to life. 

Instead of moaning in self pity about their small budget CUB Flicks could try to obtain 
quality loreign films or "oldies" many of which are on the market at a reasonable price, 
lsn t it better to see an excellent movie that is ten years old then a piece of trash that is 
only a year old? 

I inally, CUB renders a great service by making films available to students for only fifty 
cents. But this service does not give them carte blanche to present inferior films to the 
students. 

Trash is still trash no matter how little you pay to see it. 

Tom Freeman 

To The Editor: 

S f t h f t ' t h t f i f t h  t h a t  S f f S  

requirement, often touted by the instructor as one o, (h, 
important. Yet with four weeks remaining in the semester, cancellations already account 
for 16 percent of the total sessions. , , t £ 

After the last time this happened, a list of names and phone numbers of peop le w ho 
needed to be called in case of cancellation was given to the professor. This list included 
students who work (either full or part-time), commute an appreciable distance, or have no 
earlier classes on the same day. . 

None of t hese students would be on campus to see a sign or hear fromi the grap evine. 
This means some would have to rush from work, waste gas and time, and have an evening 
ruined. To call this an inconvenience is an understatement. Despite this, no one on the list 

WA three credit course at TSC costs nearly one hundred dollars. Doesn't this amount en 
title the student to a substitute instructor, or at least an assignment in lieu of class? At the 
very least the common courtesy of prior notification should be extended. 

What recourse is there when the instructor is also your advisor and the head o f y our 
curriculum? Registering a complaint could jeopardize an entire college career. In a small 
department, such as Engineering Technology, the most judicial action is writing a n 
anonymous letter to The Signal. 

Name Withheld Upon Request 

No Professional Atmosphere 
To The Editor: 

I agree 100 percent with Dawn Witek's statement that students need to beware of 
inadequate services ottered by the infirmary. 

I cannot contest whether or not the actual medical treatments are adequate. However, 
I am fully aware that the Infirmary treats its patients with respect. It is true that students 
are quickly shuffled in and out of the Doctor's office. Since the Doctor has between one and 
two office hours a day, the entire staff is pressed for time. Consequently, little concern is 
given to the patient. 

Following a brief examination, the Doctor was so busy looking at the next patient's case 
history he failed to tell me what was wrong with me. 

I assumed that the nurse would explain the diagnosis when she gave me my prescription. 
I was wrong. 

When she finished giving me directions for my medication, I asked her what th e 
medicine was for. I wanted to know exactly what was wrong with me. She appeared 
surprised by my simple question. 

Since she didn't have an answer she went and asked the Doctor. Apparently the Doctor 
was of no help. The nurse returned and asked me why I was here to see the doctor. I told 
her my symptoms and she replied that the medication I was given was prescribed for those 
symptoms. I was told no more. 

It appears to me that there is a lack of communication among the Health staff an d 
between the Health staff and students. The doctor rarely takes the time to discuss the 
student's health problem with the student. If one is fortunate, the doctor will explain the 
problem to the nurse who just may feel it is necessary to discuss with you. 

However, one must realize that the explanations received from the nurses are riven m 
the corridor where as many as 25 other students are waiting: their turn to be shuffled in to 
see the doctor. Privacy, at times, is non existent. 

If the nurse or doctor, or anyone else doesn't have time to explain what is wrong, then 
good luck trying to find out. They may be as surprised (and perhaps annoyed) with your 
inquiry as they were with mine. 

Students seek health care and end up with humiliation. WHY? Why is there no 
professional atmosphere among the "professionals" of the Infirmary? 

Kathy Ackerman 

Dean Rebntts To Article 

Sisters Condemn Vandals 
To The Editor: 

On Friday evening, November 4, 1977, the Gamma Sigma sorority along with the 
Student Finance Board held the annual "Harvest Moon Ball." The "Harvest Moon Ball" is a 
dance which is open to the student community. 

Each year this function has been held, and difficulty with students has not been known to 
occur. 

This year was entirely different! Gamma Sigma invested much time, money, and effort 
into constructing advertising elements so that their function was publicized for all to see 
Unfortunately, college students ranging from age.seventeen and above found it necessary 
to vandalize these publications. As these were noticed missing, they were replaced Only to 
our-dismay, these signs were again destroyed. 

We find it e xtremely appauling that individuals who are training to be societies' future 
protessionals would resort to such immature behavior. 

For those (>l you who did not attend this affair because of lack of k nowledge concerning 
it. vou can thank only your fellow college students. 
, F!°r!,h°Se ?f y°U Wh° dld attend- we h°Pe you enjoyed yourselves, and we thank you for 

To The Editor: 

1 wou'd like to respond to the opinion article of November 15 from two students 
Don't TalkTo ^ ̂®r!,can Criminal Justice Association" and your headline "ACJA: 

viol°Ur USe f/ t'le headli"e ^on Talk to the Dean" seems to be based on your personal 
oftenf<;onveyedin articles, headlines, and editorials. In regard to the writers of 

neither has had any personal contact or discussion with Mr. Barnes, Miss 
f leishman or me. Neither has bothered to ask about the multitude of student concerns 
that we deal with every day. 
inWectc"ferS.u°d t*le ^JA, Signal, or any other organization wishing to develop their 
mterests for the purpose of the betterment of the students at Trenton State, 
hv and myf?oal and the g°al of the members of my staff! However, I will not sit idl y 
wish todptlinn th • ? f reputations of members of my staff diminished by those who 
is adenuatP r erests at the expense of my staff or the students they serve. There 
others dltn 'nvolvement of all of us within the College. We do not need to put 
others down in order to build ourselves up. 

Sincerely, 
Jere D. Paddack 
Dean of Students 

his letter last week ' t0 Dean.'>addac'f for leaving out the last line of 
dean and his staff.-WI ,H stands by our editorial printed last week concerning the 
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Review: David 
Is he only in it 
for the money? 

BY JON FERNINO There should be no misconceptions about 
Kopay. 

David Kopay, the former running back of 
the Washington Redskins, startled the 
sports world by admitting and discussing 
his homosexuality. 

Today, at 35, Kopay has written a 
bestselling book that is much more than a 
football player's story. It is an honest 
account, for one man's search for identity. 

THE BOOK, ENTITLED, The David 
Kopay Story: An Extraordinary Self-
Revelation, co-authored by Kopay and 
Perry Deane Young, was praised for it s 
candidness, its rich human appeal and its 
honesty. 

HIS ANNOUNCEMENT TO the world 
was one that took much personal strength. 
But for Kopay to present himself as a 
speaker, is merely capitalizing on his 
homosexuality. 

Less than articulate, and with no 
semblance of order, Kopay stood in front of 
a crowd of approximately 250, and rambled 
on for an hour-and-a-half. Not even coming 
close to his topic of "the right to be gay," 
Kopay's lack of sound speaking material 
shown -forth in his nervous manner. 

Waiting for Words of encouragement 
from a man who has had to deal with the 
ridicule of being homosexual, Kopay passed 
on bland statements at best. 

"Whatls it like to be a homosexual?" said 
Kopay, "HelLit isn't different at all. It's like 
anything else." 

COMMENTS SUCH AS this seemed to 
be the basis of Kopay's program. And even 
as a homosexual, Kopay's chauvinistic 
attitude toward women was ever present. 
"Men have it over women sexually," said 
Kopay, "After all, men can be both the 
inserter's and the insertees during sex." 

The Gay Union of Trenton State 
along with the Human Sexuality Committee 
and College Union Board (CUB) decided it 
was this sort of big name that would attract 
gays and straights alike to listen to an 
obviously "masculine" homosexual freely 
discuss his sexuality. 

Slated as "David Kopay; the right to be 
Gay,' the program fell far below everyone's 
expectations. 

The "right" to be gay was never brought 
up and disappointment was evident by the 
audience's reaction to Kopay. 

The biggest fag haters are 
the ones most confused 

about their sexuality. 
feel threatened by that." 

While speaking of masturbation, Kopay 
seemed delighted to state his views on 

In effect, the gay community here at the 
college has more to say than David Kopay. 
The real difference lies in •fche fact that 
Kopay has learned how to make" money by 
exploiting his sexuality. Although guidance 
is necessary, Kopay has mistakenly offered 
himself as a guide to the gay world. 

informative part 
video-tape entitled Who Are These People 
And What Do They Want" dealing with the 
homosexual community of the Pacific 
N o r t h w e s t .  

Narrated by Kopay himself, the show1 

was aired over the NBC network in the 
Pacific Northwest during the spring and is 
planned to be picked up by the Public 
Broadcasting System in the near future. 

It was tasteful, interesting and down to 
earth view of the gay world in the San 
Francisco and Seattle areas and showed the 
strength and dignity so important to the 
gay lifestyle. 

Most importantly, Phyllis Lyon, head of 
the National Sex Forum in San Francisco 
spoke of straight people's attitudes con
cerning homosexuality. 

"Straights feel that if you teach a child of 
homosexuality, he will go out and try it 
immediately. This shows a great lack of 
faith in heterosexuality." 

Fortunately, it was the video-tape that 
touched upon the right to be gay. And it 
appears to be a shame that the audience 
was let down by someone that was built up 
by good publicity. 

Staff rnolo DV vnu nuuKi vcv 
David Kopay converses with Joe Skirchak, head of GUTS. 

Met with laughter, Kopay changed the 
subject as quickly as he brought it up. 

As he touched on the hostility that most 
homosexuals must deal with, Kipay's reac
tion seemed genuine. 

"The biggest fag hater's," said Kopay, 
"are the one's that are most confused about 
their sexuality." 

Continuing along these lines, Kopay 
began to pick up the attention of the 
audience once more. 

"HOMOSEXUALITY IS BEING more 
than a man," he said, "and heterosexuals 

Kopay: "Men have it over women sexually." 

something that he felt was "learning to love 
oneself." Kopay was quick to defend 
masturbation as an exciting and legitimate 
sex act..." "something that we never share 
with a wife or lover"' 

the gay movement, people like Skirchak 
demonstrated that there are those 
individuals who are sincerely concerned 
with helping the gays become more 
comfortable with their sexuality. 

BUT MUCH SHOULD be said for this 
group of men and women on campus. This 
program was done with the intended 
purpose of informing the campus 
community of the plight of gays in society 
today. The movement, which has been 
silent for so long is quickly gaining 
momentum. 

And with the unselfish dedication shown 
by people like Joseph Skirchak and Pat 
Coughlin, graduate assistant to the Human 
Sexuality Committee, we can only hope that 
this group will achieve the rights that go 
along with being a person. 

Whereas David Kopay may have shown 
us that there is money to be had through 

Staff Photo By Norman Wright 
Kopay addresses crowd of 250. 

Staff Photo By Bill Haacker 

David Kopay - startled the sports world. 



This 
Tuesday-
Dec. 6 

12:00 p.m., Student Center, Main Lounge 
- CUB Student Center presents James 
Stetson, from the Oak Ridge Association of 
Universities, an energy conservation 
organization, will be doing a demonstration 
on energy conservation. 

6:00 p.m. and 7:45 p.m.. Packer Hall --
Women's Basketball home against Lehigh 
University. 

Every week, Tuesdays & W ednesdays, 
TSC Chapel -- Ev ery Tuesday - 8:00 p.m. 
Chi Alpha worship service 17 p.m. - p rayer 
meeting!. Every Wednesday - 7:45 p.m. 

Bible studv. 
8:00 p.m., Kendall Hall - Trenton State 

college chorus, Mr. Martin LeBeau, 
conductor Student soloists & 30-piece 
chamber orchestra performing Mozart's 
"Requiem." 

8:00 p.m., Student Center, Multi-Purpose 
room - Men interested in Omega present a 
"Service Auction." Men and women will 
auction off their services. 

8:30 p.m.. Rathskeller - WTSR 9 1.3 fm 
will broadcast LIVE, the band "Dirt 
Cheap." I will come to you from the 
Rathskeller, so if you can't make i t to the 
Rat, tune in 91.3 fm and enjoy an evening of 
fantastic music!!! 

Wednesday 
Dec. 7 

9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m., Student Center, 
Housing Office - Eligible men students may 
sign up in the Housing Office for any spaces 
on campus second semester. If necessary, a 
lottery will be held to establish an order for 
assignment. 

Every Wednesday 8:00 a.m. - 10:30 a.m. 
Bray Hall Lobby - "Come have a quick, 
cheap breakfast." Breakfast in Br ay Hall." 
There will be a "Bagel Sale" in Bray Hall 
Lobby. Bagels are 30 cents and co ffee is 20 
cents. Sponsored by Delta Omicron. 

All Day (10:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.) Education 
Bldg. Lobby BAKE SALE!!! Come and 
lake a break and grab a snack! |Sponsored 
by the Psych Club). 

All Day, Student Center, Multi-Purpose 
room -- Career Day - Attention nursing 
majors and future health professionals: 
Potential employers will be here to answer 
your questions and hand out applications 
for future employment. 

Wednesdays, 12:15 p.m. - 1:15 p.m., 6:lXJ 
p.m. - 7:00-p.m., 8:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.. 
Packer Gym Revised open swimming 
schedule. Bring your I.D. 

Every Wednesday, 3:00 p.m.. Student 
Center rm. 202 RHA meeting. All 
members are requested to attend. 

Every Wednesday, Student Center 
second floor The CHIMES stafi 
meeting. New members welcome. 

3:00 p.m. - 5: 00 p.m.. The Pub Happy 
Hour. 

Every Tue. & Wed., 3:30 p.m., Student 
Center, rm 205 Fellowship - Way Campus 
Outreach. 

Every Wednesday - 3:30 p.m., Kendall 
Hall rm. 207 - Meeting of the Forensics 
Club. Anyone interested in improving their 
speech skills or theatrical expertise is 
invited to come find out what forensics is all 
pbout! 

Every Wednesday, Bede House 492 
Ewingville Rd. Catholic Campus 
Ministry's Spiritual Discovery Group - All 
invited. 

3:00 p.m., Kendall Hall, Large 
Auditorium — "Guys and Dolls" - Auditions 
for choreographer. Come prepared with one 
verse from any show tune choreographed. 
You must provide your own record or tape. 

3:15 p.m., Bliss Hall, rm. 319 ~ There will 
be a meeting of the Sociology/Anthropoi
ds .r social Welfare Clubs. Election of 
officers will be held. All must attend. 

7:00 p.m., Aloha Restaurant - The 
Geography Club will hold a dinner. Gunther 
Niemz of t he University of Frankfurt will 
be iruest speaker. Cocktails will be from 
7:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m. with dinner at 8:00. 
Die cost is $6 00 for students and $8.00 for 
hculty. If yo u are interested, call Hollv at 
.71*37. 

7:30 p.m.. Education Bldg., rm. 130 - Ski 
Club Meeting. We will discuss the weekend 
trip in F ebruary. 

7:30 p.m., Packer Hall Men's 
Gymnastics meet home against Glassboro 
State. 

8:00 p.m.. Rathskeller CUB 
Rathskeller presents the band, "The Last 
Resort." Two girls performing 
contemporary folk music for your listening 
enjoyment. 25 cents with I.D. 

8:15 p.m., Packer Gym, Court 1 -- Trenton 
State College Intramural Men's Basketball. 
Bying Time vs. Hocus Pocus. 

8:15 p.m., Packer Gym, Court II --
Trenton State College Intramural Men's 
Basketball. Tooches [B] vs. Buccaneers. 

8::00 p.m., Wolfe 4th Floor Lounge -
Early Childhood and Elementart Student 
Organization [ECESO] will have a wine 
and cheese party for members. B.Y.O.B. 

9:15 p.m., Packer Gym, Court II --
Trenton State College Intramural Men's 
BasketbaU. The Pit [B] vs. Colonials. 

9:15 p.m., Packer Gym, Court I -- Trenton 
State College Intramural Men's Basketball. 
Trojans vs. Miller Men. 

9:45 p.m., Lawrenceville Prep - Trenton 
State College Intramural Ice Hockey. 
Sabres vs. Flyers. 

Thursday-
Dec. 8 

Thursdays, 12:15 p.m. - 1:15 p.m., 6:00 
p.m. - 10 :00 p.m., Packer Gym - Revised 
open swimmming schedule. Bring your I.D. 

Every Thursday - 5:00 p.m., 1918 
Pennington Rd. -- Chi Alpha football 
scrimmage. All welcome. The backyard of 
1918 Pennington Rd. 

3:00 p.m., Education Bldg. 101 - Fredrick 
Wiseman's documentary "High School" will 
be shown. It will be followed by comments 
and a question-answer session led by 
Howard Robboy, Sociology-Anthropology 
Department, who attended the high school 
shown in the film. All are welcome. 

6:30 p.m., Packer Pool - Women's 
Swimming meet home against Villanova. 

6:30 p.m. and 8:15 p.m.. Packer Gym --
Women's BasketbaU home against 
ViUanova University. 

7:00 p.m., Student Center, Multi-Purpose 
Room - The IEEE/ETSA will be holding 
their annual Electronics Engineering 
Alumni dinner. The program wiU cons ist of 
a complete london broil dinner foUowed by a 
beer socializing session. All members of 
IEEE are welcome. 

8:00 p.m., Education Bldg., rm. 130 -
"Systematic Superstitions: Astrology, 
Religion and Romantic Love." A public 
lecture by Dr. Martin Bertman, Philosopher 
and editor-in-chief of "Agora," a journal in 
the humanities and social sciences. 
Admission is free. For information, contact 
the Department of Philosophy and Religion, 
HH 359, 771-2458. 

8:00 p.m., Education Bldg., rm. 134 -
CUB Minority Programming Committee 
presents the film 'The Greatest." 50 cents 
with I.D. 

Iriday 
Dec. 9 

Fridays. 12:15 p.m.- 1:15 p.m., 6:00 p.m. 
9:00 p.m., Packer Gym - Revised open 
swimming schedule. Bring your I.D. 

Starting Nov. 11 7:00 p.m.. Chapel 
Every Friday night Sabbath services will 
be held in the Chapel. 

Every Friday night, 9 p.m. midnight, 
Travers-Wolfe Snack Bar RH A an d CUt» 
Flicks presents Friday night at the Movies 
Little Rascals, Three Stooges, Cartoons 
W'.C. F ields, etc. Admission is FREE!!! 

8:00 p.m., Rathskeller - CUB RathskeUer 
presents Linda Hammock. Contemporary 
folk mu sic. 25 cents with I.D. 

9:00 p.m. 12:30 a.m., Pub - "CHAZZ." 
lhree nights of Jazzy R & B. 

Week 
Announcements! 

TRENTON STATE COLLEGE 
INTRAMURALS AND RECREATION 

VOLLEYBALL PLAY-OFFS 
MEN'S A-LEAGUE 

Aces 

Monday, Dec. 5 
9:30 p.m. 

Dec. 20 
Wolfe 3rd 

Phi Epsilon Kappa 

Tuesday, Dec. 6 
7:00 p.m. 

7:30 p.m. 

Pub Athletic Club 

Teams wiU play the best 2 of 3 games to 
15 points. 

Attention students, organizations, 
faculty and staff: Community Switchboard 
is one of WTSR's many public services. If 
you have an announcement concerning an 
event, sale, concert or need transportation, 
we will broadcast it free for two weeks. 
Please send aU pertinent information to 
Randi Millstein, Copy editor, WTSR-fm, or 
pick up an application form at the station in 
the basement of the Student Center. No 
phone calls please. 

IFcember 8 

9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m., Student Center, 
Fbusing Office Eligible men students mav 
sign up in the Housing Office for any spaces 
lottery will be held to establish an order for 
assignment. 

8:00 p.m., Kendall Hall - CABARET. 
"Cabaret is both brilliant and remarkable. 
A bright, handsome and steadily-
entertaining show. Wild hy sterical fun and 
sex. It is the glory of th e Cabaret that it can 
upset you while it gives theatrical 
satisfaction." 

Watts, Washington Post 

December 21 
3:00 p.m., Education Bldg., rms. 130 and 

132 ATTENTION: ALL ELEMENTARY 
AND EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
MAJORS — Th ere will be a required 
meeting for all Elementary and Early 
Childhood Education majors who plan to 
student teach any time during 1978 - 197 9. 
Elementary majors meet in Education 
Bldg., rm. 132. Early Childhood majors 
meet in Education Bldg., rm. 130. 
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Sigma Tau Chi 
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ERS for spring 
campus to 

interview studentsh OST, IF NO T ALL, 
MAJORS betweer 
Some of the er o 
interview here Dew Br 7-23 include: 

TRENTON STATE COLLEGE 
Trenton, N.J. 08625 

CAREER PLANNING AND 
PLACEMENT 

Director: Mr. Edward W. Bullock 
Asst. Director: Ms. Susan A. Bach 

609-771-2401,2402 

THE CAREER INTERVIEW -
ARE YOU READY? 

1 ou can get the positions if you have 
Interviewing SkiUs? 

COME, PARTICIPATE and LEARN 
INTERVIEW WORKSHOP 

[EDUCATION] 
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 15,1977 

EDUCATION BUILDING - ROOM 130 
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. 

Mr. Peter Burroughs 
Assistant Superintendent 
Freehold Township Public Schools 

Mr. Ramsey Koumjian 
Personnel Supervisor 
Camden Public Schools 

Mr. James Major 
Director of Sp ecial Projects 
East Windsor Reg. Public Schools 

Mr. Arnold Moss 
Recruitment Personnel Officer 
Philadelphia Public Schools 

Semester, WTSR 91.3 fm - WTSR 91.3 
fm will broadcast LIVE, the basketball 
games according to the schedule of the 
team. If you can't support your team in 
person, keep yourself informed by tuning in 
WTSR!! 

WED., DEC. 7 
REVENUE SEC 
APPLY B Y DEC. 
Center, 111 Greer,: 

w and Christmas, 
rs planning to 

U.S. INTERNAL 
3. YOU MUST 
- Stop at Co-op 

*23 Co-op positio»'f Internal Revenue 
Agents or Tax AIKM for sophomores or 
juniors majoring Hunting, other areas 
of Business or Econoi s. _ 

*U S Governmet jobs in Newark, 
Trenton, Camde». Mew Brunswick, 

Hacked or elsewhere in Paterson 
New Jersey. , , 

•Pay $150/weel t sophomores and 
$170/week for junior"» work Dec. 1977 -

GS-4 May 1978. pG « 
•Federal Kovern*1 , 

appointments n ow 4* permanent jobs 

15 students are o o 
slots left. 

niwrview sch deule - 6 

If interested, c * to Co-op Center, 
Green Hall 111-

TUES., DEC. 13 - ^ DEPT. OF 
AGRICULTURE 

*9 Co-op p osition-'ls Food Program 
... „j St^nt Trainees for Aides and as . Aides ana »= ,.r 
sophomores or Welfa 

Business, Ecow Eng|jsh 

Criminal Justice. * lodern Languages 

|S*lLS.hGovernmeBii"bs "» Robinsville, 

N *Pay $150/week fofsaphomores or $170 

Work Jan. pr » pQ A  

•Federal gov,'rnC S"3 or 4 

appointments now permanent jobs 
after graduation P°" . .. 

•Minorities and w0®" urged to apply. If 
iterested, come to Center, Green 



Veek At Trenton 
Announcements! 

TRENTON STATE COLLEGE 
INTRAMURALS AND RECREATION 

VOLLEYBALL PLAY-OFFS 
MEN'S A-LEAGUE 

Aces 

Attention students, organizations, 
faculty and staff: Community Switchboard 
is one of WTSR's many public services. If 
you have an announcement concerning an 
event, sale, concert or need transportation, 
we will broadcast it free for two weeks. 
Please send all pertinent information to 
Randi Millstein, Copy editor, WTSR-fm, or 
pick up an application form at the station in 
the basement of the Student Center. No 
phone calls please. 

IFcember 8 

9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m., Student Center, 
fbusing Office Eligible men students mav 
sign up in the Housing Office for any spaces 
lottery will be held to establish an order for 
assignment. 

8:00 p.m., Kendall Hall - CABARET. 
"Cabaret is both brilliant and remarkable. 
A bright, handsome and steadily 
entertaining show. Wild hysterical fun and 
sex. It is the glory of the Cabaret that it can 
upset you while it gives theatrical 
satisfaction." 

Watts, Washington Post 

December 21 
3:00 p.m., Education Bldg., rms. 130 and 

132 ATTENTION: ALL ELEMENTARY 
AND EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
MAJORS - There will be a required 
meeting for all Elementary and Early 
Childhood Education majors who plan to 
student teach any time during 1978 - 19 79. 
Elementary majors meet in Education 
Bldg.,^ r m. 132. Early Childhood majors 
meet in Education Bldg., rm. 130. 
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TRENTON STATE COLLEGE 
Trenton, N.J. 08625 

CAREER PLANNING AND 
PLACEMENT 

Director: Mr. Edward W. Bullock 
Asst. Director: Ms. Susan A. Bach 

609-771-2401,2402 

THE CAREER INTERVIEW -
ARE YOU READY? 

You can get the positions if you have 
Interviewing SkiUs? 

COME, PARTICIPATE and LEARN 
INTERVIEW WORKSHOP 

[EDUCATION] 
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 15,1977 

EDUCATION BUILDING -- ROOM 130 
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. 

Mr. Peter Burroughs 
Assistant Superintendent 
Freehold Township Public Schools 

Mr. Ramsey Koumjian 
Personnel Supervisor 
Camden Public Schools 

Mr. James Major 
Director of S pecial Projects 
East Windsor Reg. Public Schools 

Mr. A rnold Moss 
Recruitment Personnel Officer 
Philadelphia Public Schools 

Semester, WTSR 91.3 fm - WTSR 91.3 
fm will broadcast LIVE, the basketball 
games according to the schedule of the 
team. If you can't support your team in 

person, keep yourself informed by tuning in 
WTSR!! 
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*U S Governmet jobs in Newark, 
Trenton, Camden New Brunswick, 
Paterson Hacked- or elsewhere in 
New Jersey. 

•Pay $150/week ' sophomores and 
$170/week fo r junior" 3 work Dec. 1977 -

M'.F2.I rw.' GS"3 •>', 
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after graduation lik(! 
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1 he se cond shooting for senior portraits 
will be in the Student Center from 
December 5th to 9th with hours to 
accomodate everyone's schedule. Sign ups 
will begin on November 21 down at the 
SEAL office, room 11 in the basement of the 
Student Center. 

Merlin Studios oi Philadelphia wiU ta ke 
six poses -- all in color. Men should wear 
jackets and ties; women should wear some 
kind of nice shirt - turtle necks are a 
suggestion. 

Midnight, WTSR 91.3 fm - The schedule 
for "After Midnight," a special program on 
91.3 fm is as follows: 

Dec. 6 - Aerosmith 
Dec. 7 - Jefferson Airplane/Starship 
Dec. 8 - Argent 
Dec. 9 - Paul Simon 
Dec. 11-Jessie Colin Young 
Dec. 12 - Patti Smith 
Dec. 13 - Rush 
An hour of each of the selected artists 

will be broadcast at 12:00 midnight.!! 

Bills were mailed on Wednesday, 
November 30 to students who 
preregistered for the Spring Semester. If 
you do not receive your hiU by Wednesday, 
December 7, call the Bursar's Office, 
609-771-2172. 

Payments received by mail must be 
postmarked no later than Friday, 
December 16. In-person registration for 
prebilled undergraduate and graduate 
students who fail to meet the postmark 
date, will be held in the Student Center on 
Monday, January 9 from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
Schedules wiU be deleted for preregistered 
students who do not pay by January 9. 

December 18 
2:30 p.m.. Radio City Music Hall - Bus 

trip to Radio City New York for the 
Christmas Show featuring "The Rockettes" 
and Walt Disney's "Pete Dragon." 

Bus leaves in front of Holman Hall at 2:30 
p.m., and returns at 11:00 p.m. Tickets on 
sale at Information Desk, $8.00 for all 
students, facility and staff, $6.00 for 
Lakeside residents. 

Applications are being accepted for the 
position of Chairman of the Student Finance 
Board. 30 hours a week. Knowledge of the 
college administration and organizations 
required. Applications available in SFB 
office, second floor of t he Student Center. 
Deadline is December 13, 1977. Interviews 
will be held December 14, 1977 at 6:15 p.m. 
room 211 Student Center. 

ATTENTION CLUBS, 
FRATERNITIES, AND SORORITIES 
Wednesday, December 14th, has been 

added to the list of available dates for 
yearbook group shots. Times for pictures 
are: 2-4 p.m. -- Student Center; 4:10 - 5 p.m 
-- Anywhere Quimbies Prairie; 6-6:30 -
Packer Hall; 6:40 - 8 p.m. -- Student Center 

Group shots will only be taken first 
semester, so hurry and sign up - down at 
the SEAL office, basement of the Student 
Center. 

December 6 
7:00p.m. Student Center-The monthly 

meeting of the Board of Trustees will be 
held upstairs in the center. Come find out 
how the College Administration operates. 

Saturday 
Dec. 10 

10:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m. - CUB Travel 
Committee is sponsoring a trip to New York 
City. The cost is only $2.50 round trip for 
the bus, in the Madison Ave. - 5th Ave., 
Rockerfeller Center area.' Sign up now at 
the Student Center Information Desk. 

2:00 p.m., Packer Hall -- Men's W restling 
home against Massachusetts Maritime. 

8:00 p.m., Education Bldg., rm. 134 -
CUB Flicks presents "Live and Let Die." 50 
cents with I.D. 

8:00-2:00a.m. Bars-Terry, how would you 
like to help me celebrate my 23 birthday. 
That is, if you don't have anything else 
planned. Give me a call [not like last time] 
to let me know. 

9:00 p.m. - 12:30 a.m.. Pub - "CHAZZ." 
Three nights of Jazzy R & B. 

Sunday 
Dec. 11 

Sundays, 12:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m., Packer 
Gym - Revised open swimming schedule. 
Bring your I.D. 

Every Sunday. Travers- Wolfe Lounge |at 
12:30). TSC Alumni Chapel (at 7:00) -
Communal Celebration of the Eucharist 
[Catholic Mass]. 

Anytime 1701 Pennington Rd.-It's my 
birthday and I'm having a giant celebration. 
It will originate at my apartment and 
spread throughout the greater Trenton 
area. Females only. 

4:00 p.m., Kendall Theatre ~ Music 
Department presents "Wind Ensemble," 
Anthony Isch conducting. 

8:00 p.m., Education Bldg., rm. 134 -
CUB Flicks presents "Live and Let Die." 50 
cents with I.D. 

Monday 
Dec. 12 

Mondays, 12:15 p.m. - 1:15 p.m., 6:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m., Packer Gym - Revised open 

swimming schedule Bring your I.D card 

Mondays, 6:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m., Chapel ~ 
All are welcome to attend meetings of the 
Christian Science Organization. 

Every Monday- 7:00 p.m., WTSR Third 
Class License Class - We meet every 
Monday at 7:00 p.m. at WTSR in the 
Student Center, This will continue until the 
end of the semester. 

Every Monday & We dnesday, 7:00 p.m. 
9:00 p.m., Packer Hall. West Gvm 
Trenton StAte College Intramurals and 
Recreation Cti-Rec Gymnastics. All 
students, faculty and staff are welcome. 
Enjoy the sauna or a refreshing swim after 
your workout from 9-10:00 p.m. 

7:00 p.m., Kendall Hall, Large 
Auditorium - Auditions for "Guys and 
Dolls." Bring prepared song and own sheet 
music. Accompanist wiU be provided. Dance 
auditions will be held at same time. 

7:30 p.m., Education Bldg., rm. 134 — 
English Department Film Series, "42nd 
Street." 

Every Monday, 8:15 p.m., Student 
Center, rm 209 -- T.S.C Pro-Life Committee 
Meets - New members welcome 

9:00 p.m., PUB, - CUB Pub Productions 
present "Jazz Night." TSC Jazz Lab and 
i'ony DiNicola and friends. FREE. 

10:45 p.m., Lawrenceville Prep - Trenton 
State College Intramural Ice Hockey. 
Flyers vs. Blazers. 

Tuesday 
Dec. 13 

All Day, Student Center, Main Lounge -
CUB Student Center is sponsoring a 
Holiday Craft Bazaar featuring crafts made 
by students, faculty and administrators. 

6:30 p.m. and 8:15 p.m., Packer Gym -
Men's BasketbaU home against Glassboro 
State. 

7:00 p.m., Kendall Hall, Large 
Auditorium - Auditions for "Guys and 
DoUs." Bring prepared song and own sheet 
music. Accompanist wiU be provided. Dance 
auditions will be held at same time. 

7:30 p.m.. Nursing Bldg., rm. 334 -
ATTENTION RN STUDENTS: An open 
meeting for aU s tudents. Please attend. 

Every Tuesday, 8:00 p.m., TSC Chapel ~ 
Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship worship 
service. All welcome. 

8:00 p.m., Rathskeller - CUB Rathskeller 
presents "Ed Trimm and Lisa Traina." 
Contemporary folk artists with really great 
vocals. Come join us, you won't he 
disappointed. 25 cents with I.D. 

8:00 p.m., Pub - CUB Pub Productions 
presents the film "Live and Let Die." 50 
cents with I.D. 

10:45 p.m., Lawrenceville Prep - Trenton 
State CoUege Intramural Ice Hockey. 
Bruins vs. Sabres. 

Wednesday 
Dec. 14 

Every Wednesday, 3:00 p.m. 
Student Activities -- If you are t 

concerned commuter and want te 
become involved in a newly formed 
organization join our meetings each 
Wednesday. 

3:00 p.m., Student Center, rm. 206 -
Natural Foods Organization is organizing a 
trip to the whole earth center of Princeton. 
[Natural Foods Store]. All interested come 
We will leave be 3:20 p.m. Trip is free of 
charge. 

3:00 p.m., Education Bldg., rm. 226 ~ The 
pre-student teaching meeting for ALL third 
ouarter Elementary Education student 
teachers will be held. We will discuss, 
student teaching, you will meet with yor 
college supervisor and you will be given 
additional student teaching material at this 
time. 

3:00 p.m., Kendall Hall, Large 
Auditorium - Auditions for "Guys and 
DoUs." Bring prepared song and own sheet 
music. Accompanist will be provided. Dance 
auditions will be held at same time. 

3:00 p.m., Student Center, rm. 206 -
NATURAL FOODS ORGANIZATIONAL 
MEETING. NATURAL FOODS 
DEMONSTRATION AND SNACKS 
SAMPLING. ALL INVITED!!! 

3:00 p.m., Education Bldg., rm. 348 -
The pre-student teaching meeting for ALL 
third quarter Early Childhood Education 
student teachers wiU be held. We wiU 
discuss student teaching, you wiU meet 
with your college supervisor and you wiU be 
given additional student teaching material 
at this time. 

3:15 p.m., Student Center, rm. 209 -
Pre-Law Society [in conjunction with the 
Sociology Club], presents Director of 
Placement Edward Bullock and Jay Rosner, 
Student Government Association. Both will 
speak about procedures for gaining 
admittance to graduate school or law 
school. Question and answer period wiU 
follow. All majors are welcome. Everyone is 
invited to attend. 

7:00 p.m., Packer Hall - Men's Wrestling 
home against Glassboro State. 

8:00 p.m., Rathskeller - CUB Rathskeller 
presents "Tyron and Reseter." Enjoy many 
selections of songs by the Beatles. 25 cents 
with I.D. 

._l 
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Psychic Forum interweaves 
3 distinct views of occult 

BY THERESA TURNER 

"According to the Gallup Polls, more 
than 32 million adult Americans believe 
in the stars influence, 10 million Ameri

cans believe in psychic meditation, over six 
million meditate.fivemillion acknowledge 
yoga, and over 15 million in UFU's 
(President Jimmy Carter leading the 
list)," Professor Sidney Greenblatt of 
Drew University said as he opened last 
Thursday evening's TSC Forum to a 
crowd of about 300. 

"The Psychic and Occult: Fact or 
Fantasy," moderated by Dr. Jane Brown, 
Chairperson of t he English Department, 
presented three distinct, yet inter
weaving, views of t he topic: Greenblatt 
introduced the subject of psychic powers 
within its sociological context; Frances 
Milo, a clairvoyant, psychic, and medium 
demonstrated her powers; and Dr. 
Stanley Turner, associate professor of 
sociology at Temple and amateur 
magician, attempted to debunk the 
psychic demonstration. 

CITING PETER BERGER'S theory 
on the "rediscovery of the supernatural," 
Greenblatt sees an old religion replaced 
by the new. "Psychism gives us the 
sucre when God is dead." 

Greenblatt is working with Dr. 
Howard Robboy, assistant professor of 
sociology at Trenton State, and Dr. 
Edward Eames, of Bernard M. Baruch 
University (part of the City University of 
New York) on a study of psychic career 
patterns hoping for a grant from the 
National Institute of Health. 

"A slice of the research project," 
Greenblatt said, "is that though 
psychics, mediums, and astrologers use 
different practices they do five things: 
identify, diagnosis, prognosis,predict and 
counsel. Psychics are the paupers of 
psychiatry." 

"Psychs and clients are involved in a 
constructive reality and social typing is 
indispensable in the practice," according 
to Greenblatt. 

"Psychism, along with scientism, has a 
distinct tradition. Psychism today is not 
a return to old tradition, even though it 
takes the form. Psychism contains the 
same elements of scientism. It repre
sents the same efforts to make the world 
more meaningful," he said. 

"PSYCHISM HAS SET up the same 
devices as scientism. Conferences, 
workshops, seminars, and associations. 
Science is the vigorous pursuit of science 
and scientism is the ideology that 
permagates science." he exDlained. 

Milo is a"psychic's psychic," according to 
Robboy. "She is one who all the other 
psychics go to. 
"A psychic," according to Milo, "is an 

individual who is in tune with universal 
forces and who is in tune with the time 
elements." 

"Weaned on this sixth sense, Milo 
explains, "I am the first female in the 
family to have it (the psychic ability). In 
fact, I took my name from my grand
father. 

"As a small child, I saw bad things 
oefore they would happen. I was 
frightened by them but my grandmother 
would tell me to say 'God help me' and it 
would help," the petite brunette said. 

DRESSED AS ONE would expect a 
psychic to dress, she wore a light blue 
1 tunic styled nightgown over her turtle-
neck sweater and pair of pants. "We are 
all part of the initial force, whether you 
believe that force is God or evolution." 

Milo brought two ladies with her. 
Edna Weichner and Ebba Aschehoug, 
who life in a retirement village in 
Lakewood, met Francis in a course she 
taught on hypnosis. 
They both went to Milo with 

physical problems, Aschehoug with a 
hereditary problem that had her hands 
shaking since she was eight, and 
Weichner with pain in her shoulder from 

a sprain. Milo had helped them 
through hypnotism. Aschehoug's hands 
didn't shake Thursday night, Weichner's 
arm no longer hurts. 

Staff Photo By Thereto IW 

Francis Milo [right] performed a psychic healing on this unidentified woman from the 
audience who complained of a sore mouth. The lady claimed that it worked. 

Milo, who is a licensed hypnotist in 
the state, explained to the audience that 
hypnosis has many different uses, 
relaxation dieting, anesthetic, and it 
helps one quit smoking. She stressed the 
importance of having a client go to a 
doctor first before treating them. 

To illustrate that hypnosis can help a 
person who want to lose weight, she 
gave three subjects, Weichner, and a 
young man, Vince D'Abba, each a small. 
piece of a Hershey chocolate bar with 
almonds. She told them, while they were 
in this hypnotic state that they should be 
able to taste the chocolate and that the 
chocolate was the best they had ever 
tasted. The subjects then swished the 
chocolate around in their mouths with 

obvious delight. 
THEN MILO TOLD them to bit e 

into the almond. "The almond is rotten 
and has a very bitter taste. It is the most 
rotten thing you have ever tasted," she 
suggests. 

All three, D'Abba, Weichner and 
Aschehoug bit into the almond an d 
frowned. Slowly they chewed. Weichner 
and Aschehoug grimaced at the taste. 

"All you have to do whether you want 
to lose weight or quit smoking is 
associate the tastes with something you 
find disgusting," Milo said. 

'"May I have a kleenex or a nap kin?" 
she whispered to Robboy, who found 
paper cups for the subjects to spit the 
bitter chocolate into. Contmed m m 

. seventeen 

A MUST FOR SENIORS-RECOMMENDED FOR UNDERORADUATES 
THINKING KNOUT FINDING AND GETTING THE JOB 

YOU WANT AFTEH GRADUATION? 
Guerilla Tactics 

In The 
Job Market 

How to Get the Job You Want 
With author of The Hidden Job Market and national authority on Jobs and Job Finding T OM JACKSON In a one to two hour presentation, 

Tom Jackson b rings tc b ear over fifteen years of experience in career development. H e has developed a unique system which helps students 
begin to understand themselves and formulate personal goals. H e then illustrates, very concretely, how those lifestyle and career goals can 

be implemented by using Guerilla Tactics in the Job Market. 

Wed. Dec. 7.7:30 pm 
Student Center Multi Purpose Room 

Students 25 <t 
funded by SFB 
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Staff Photo By Theresa Turner 
Dr. Stanley Turner, the "Howard Cosell 

of p sychic research," debunked Ms. Milo's 
demonstration. 

Continued from page sixte en 
Milo also demonstrated another stage 

of the hypnotic state. "There is much 
discussion on whether one can be taken 
back to another life through hypnosis. It 
iepends on your beliefs on reincarnation. 
I be lieve that you can go back into time 
either as an observer or by assuming 

another identity," and then she carefully 
instructed Weichner to let herself slip 
into time and travel to World War II. 

"Go first as an observor and then 
assume the identity of someone there," 
she said. Renee is a 14 year-old girl who 
lived in P orterior, France, and that's the 
personality Weichner assumed. 
She became frightened and cried because 

'the houses are being bombed." 
WEICHNER SPOKE ENGLISH, not 

trench. "She would speak french if under 
for a while longer," Milo explained when 
someone in the audience asked her. 

Milo brought Weichner back to 1977 
slowly, by telling.her to return to now," 

WEICHNER SPOKE ENGLISH not 
French. "She would speak French if she 

were under for a while longer," Milo 
explained when someone in the audience 
asked her. 

Milo brought Weichner bach to 1977 
slowly, by telling her to return to now," 
to Edna...to Edna who is 78 years 
young." 

Once back to now, Milo then instructed 
Weichner to travel to before her 
conception. Weichner ventured to 
Holland where she assumed the identity 
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TOPAR FILMS, INC 
SFD RELEASE 

A CALLIE-LEVY FILM 

SEE THE MOST RIDICULOUS CAST OF CHARACTERS 
EVER ASSEMBLED. YOU'LL HOWL AT THE ANTICS OF: 

"OMAR, WORLD'S GREATEST LOVER" • "SUSIE SUPER FAN" 
"MORRIS, THE PUSHY PEDDLER" • "THE SWANEE RIVER KID" 

"USCHI BAZZOOM" • "HARRY THE SEX MANIAC" 
"SCOTTY THE SHEEPHERDER" • "DO IT AGAIN MATILDA" 

...AND EIGHTY MORE CRAZIES WHO WILL KEEP YOU 
IN STITCHES FROM BEGINNING TO END! 

Fri. at 6:00-8:00-10:00 

R RESTRICTED Sat. at 2:00-4:00-6:00-8:00-10:00 
Sun. at 2:00-4:00-6:30-8:30 

I Fri. at 5:30-7:30-9:30 
ISat. at 1:00-3:00-5:30-7:30-9:30 
[Sun. at 1:00-3:00-6:00-8:00 

Rj 
Fri. at 6:00-8:00-10:00 

Sat. at 2:00-4:00-6:00-8:00-10:00 
Sun. at 2:00-4:00-6:30-8:30 

I CHARLES BRONSON 
THE WHITE 

' F ri. at 5:30-7:30-9:30, BUFFALO 
Sat. at 1:00-3:00-5:30-7:30-9:30,6un. at 1:00-3:00-6:00-8:00 

Rf QUCED AOUIT & STUOENT PRICESIor IWMITt SHOW TICKETS . L IMITED la SEATING • 

Staff Photo By Pat Calabria 
Ms. Milo [left] holds the microphone up to Edna Weichner [center] as she describes her 

travels through time as Vince D'Abba and Ebba Achehoug look on. 
asked Milo, "How do I know this is real?" 

"You just have to take my word for it," 
she responded. 

authority, alienation, and the distrust of 
communication. 

SHE WARNED THE audience that 
when soul traveling or projecting your 
soul, "you should protect yourself from 
lower entities with words, like the Lord's 
of 8 year-old Heidi, riding on a flatboat, 
describing beautiful flowers being pre
pared for market. 

Afterwards, someone in the audience 
Prayer, or whatever you believe in." 

The next part of Milo's demonstration 
was an explanation of auras, or the 
colors that are said to surround us. 
"Everyone has an aura...yellow that 
gives the psychic their powers, red is a 
short fuse," she said as the lights 
dimmed. 

She then held up a lamp with a lit 100 
watt bulb and instructed the audience to 
stare into it for a few seconds and then to 
look at her, where she promised the 
audience would be able to see-her colors. 

"Do you see the white? That's my 
ectoplasm that gives me the psychic 
powers," she says as she stands against 
the wall with her arms outstretched. 

All I saw from the front row was some 
wierded out rapid eye movement that 
gave Milo a third eye right in the middle 
of her forehead. Others in the audience 
were more fortunate, as the "oh's and 
ah's" that rose from the back would 
suggest. 

AFTER A FEW minutes, the lights 
went back on and she began to describe 
some of the audience's aUras. 

For instance, she told someone in the 
audience that "You should get inyolved 
with yellow, your aura is predominantly 
green, you must be a procrastinator." 

"I am," a weak voice replied. 
"You have a slightly rose color in 

yours, dear," she told one curly haired 
young woman, "I advise you to go to the 
doctor. It's nothing serious, but you 
should see one." 

When someone asked her if i t is true 
that white in the aura means death, Milo 
replied, "I always see a spiritual cross, or 
a break in the aura." 

Dr. Turner, the self-proclaimed 
"Howard Cosell of psychic research," 

followed Milo and it was his role to 
debunk what we all had just experienced. 
Not an easy job, to say the least. 

Carefully Turner began, "There is 
nothing that couldn't be true. I have sat 
down and read Scientific American 
before, and honestly I couldn't under
stand any of it ." 

"PEAS AND PODS and Mendelson 
have given us genetics, my whole life is 
absurdities..proof...that's all I ask for. 

Look at Freud, if he said, 'You're dirty' and 
you said 'no. T'm clean.' Freud would say, 
'that proves you're dirty'." 

Turner's speech was as entertaining as 
Milo's demonstration. 

Turner cited the reasons for the 
growth of psychism as the collapse of 

"There are three themes of the play: 
1) Who am I? 2) He knows who he is but 
can't communicate, and 3) he knows who 
he is and he can communicate but he 
doesn't bother," he said. 

"Every test of psychism has been 
proven false. Joseph Rhein, 1927, of 
Duke University, published a report of a 
telepathic horse, two years before he 
devised the xeno cards, which are used in 
measuring the telepathic powers of 
individuals," he said as he adjusted his 
glasses to his nose. 

"Rhine's experiments were not under 
strong conditions. He was wrong," he 
claimed. "The test has been duplicated 
over and over again and it has been 
proven wrong." 

"ANOTHER TEST HAD the class at 
Harvard make predictions and more of 

their predictions wer truer than Jeanne 
Dixon's," he said. 

"Every test (of psychism) has been 
proven false. It's a matter of documenta
tion versus proof. Documentation is a 
collection of naners. Proof is where vou 

can find it if it is false or true," Turner said 
when a couple of Edgar Cayce believers 
got upset with him when he made an 
unfavorable response about Cayce, a 
psychic healer of th e '40's. 

"There is no cheap way to the infinite... 
I like to be entertained. I w ish that this 
was true," Turner said. . 

Greenblatt said in a later interview, "I 
would agree with Stan (Turner).that I 
need proof to believe. Targ and Putoff, 
two physicists, did experimentation on the 
subject and the experiments were highly 
controlled. They put their findings in 
their book, Mindreach." 

"Presumed proof that this is beyond 
scientific validity, is this the important 
thing to look at? We have found two 
things closely related in our study of 
psychics: one is that they grow up in a 
familv of psvchics and the other is that 

they become professionals after traumatic 
experiences," he explained. 

PSYCHICS ARE NOT alienated from 
American life. Milo is not a political 
radical, she is, in fact, a devout Roman 
Catholic," Greenblatt stressed. 

"I still find it very difficult that a group 
of scientists would hire magicians to 
undermine the scientific claims of a 
psychic. The question here is of fraud
ulent methods of st udy," he said. 

"The question arises, is it entirely 
impossible for an individual to package 
'real ability' in showmanship form? 
Proving that a magician can do the same 
thing is only half the point,"Greenblatt 
said. 

The Student Television service (STS) 
taped the program and it will be available 
to the campus community. Chris Tori of 
WTSR taped an interview with 
Greenblatt, Turner, and Milo before the 
forum and he will air it on "TC and 
Company " radio show Friday night at 6 
p.m. 

AIIHIIDN NURSMMAJORS!! 

CAREER BAT — WEDNESDAY, DEC. ? 
Held in Multi-Purpose Room 
in the Student Center from 11 AM - 4 PM 
Hospital!) mo (;rai> Schools 

Mil 11 REPRESENTED 
f REFRESHMENTS AVAILABLE [ 
. —t—.r-irf-h•"> n -— — - - - - t ' *T ~ ^ ' 
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News Briefs.... 
UCLA nixes Brooks 

(CH) Los Angeles, Calif.- Maybe Blazing 
Saddles and Young Frankenstein were good 
films, but according to University of 
California-Los Angeles Chancellor Charles 
Young, Mel Brooks' success on the silver 
screen doesn't entitle him to an honorary 
degree from UCLA. 

A moratorium on the issuance of official 
honorary degrees has been in effect at 
UCLA since 1972 because no criteria 
existed for awarding them. However, it is 
the student legislative council that voted to 
give Brooks the degree, and members of the 
student government contend that this 
makes the degree "wholly student in 
nature," and hence, not covered by the 
moratorium. 

But Chancellor Young has indicated that 
he stands opposed to anything that 
"smacks" of a degree. Student leaders say 
the chancellor's position endangers a 
proposed speech by Brooks on campus this 
year. 

Joggers pace pot 
(CH) Oxford, Miss.-Joggers on the U. of 

Mississippi campus have to be careful 
where they run on campus. A couple of 
them have already been detained for 
passing too close to the school s marijuana 
patch. 

That's right, Ole Miss is growing 
cannabis. But the herb isn't being used by 
students or faculty who want to unwind 
after a hard day. Rather, it's used by a 
research group that is looking for medical 
applications. 

Research from UM has already concluded 
that the "potency" of m arijuana varies from 
plant to plant and that some standard 
dosage of the active psycho-active 
ingredient should be found. Research there 
also has found that all marijuana plants 
contain the same active ingredient. 

One future goal of the research group is 
to find a "marijuana insert" that could be 
placed in the eye to combat glaucoma, a 
disease for which marijuana is considered 
to be effective in treating symptoms. 

UConn versus 
term paper ads 

(CH) Storrs, Conn.-Officials of the 
University of Connecticut will seek 
injunctions against two companies which 
are allegedly advertising the sa.e of term 
papers through the mail. 

The university's lawyer said he has sent 
information on the California firms, Pacific 
Research and Education Systems, to the 
attorney general's office. He said he will go 
to court and seek an injunction to stop the 
firms if t hey continue to advertise. 

It is illegal to advertise the sale of 
termpapers under Connecticut law, 
according to a university official. 

Quakerbridge 
Mall 

Lawrenceville 
799-8188 
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or Ivy League UP inferi, 
(CH) Philadelphia-The University of p 

has a public relations problem The • 
"pervasive feeling on campus ...that V*1 

has an inferior reputation to the the 
Ivy League schools," noted a report h " 
for the university by a public relation, k 

Penn js planning to take T 
recommendations of the report into ac 
to improve its national image and 
recruiting efforts. 

The PR experts should probably start h 
discouraging one fad Penn students h a 
taken up lately. The latest fashion there" 
tee-shirt bearing the names of Ha rvard 
Yale, and other Ivy league schools...witU 
but Pennsylvania crossed out, a hu mor 
reference to Penn's image as a "last thef1-
institution. 

Attention Males 
EARN EXTRA MONEY 

$100.00 per month 

Join Our Plasma Program 
Female Programs Also Available 

Somerset Laboratories, Inc. 
941 Whitehorse, Mercerville Rd. 

Trenton, N.J. 

585-8600 
Mon. - Fri. 9:00am - 5:00 pm 

Live music 7 nights a week! 
This week Duke's features: 

I did it. 
"With two years of 

college behind me, I began looking 
ahead. I found out I could get my 
degree and an Army officer's com
mission at graduation. I got over $500 
for a six weeks camp at Fort Knox. 
Kentucky and will have received 
$2000 worth of financial aid by grad
uation. Upon selection for active duty, 
I'll have an annual starting salary of 
over $11,300.00." 

Mike Howard-TSC Senior 
talks about the Two- Year Program. 

Army ROTC in two years. Ybu can do it, too. 
Call: 

Captain Rod Lusey 896-0800 E xt. 288/298 
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Profile 

Controversial dean: 
The man behind the office 

" I'm all for rights, hut 

I balance that with 

responibility 

BY DOROTHY FAHERTY 

"Students who know us find us 
approachable, we are concerned for them 
and for the good of the college. We deal 
with students as responsible adults," Jere 
Paddack, Dean of S tudents, said about the 
work he and his staff do at Trenton State 
College. 

"I deal mainly with students in leadership 
positions, I have quite an administrative 
position and I only see those students who 
absolutely have to see me. I think the ones 
who do see me have a pretty positive 
outlook on what we do," Paddack said. 

"IF PRESIDENT BROWER is pro 
posing changes, I give^im my opinion, my 
staff lets me know what impact change may 
have and organizations may give opinions 
also. My job is to solve and resolve policy 
concerns, consider student involvement in 
policy-making and the effects of policies on 
students." Paddack said. 

"I am having a great experience here," 
Paddack said. He came here from the 
University of Rochester where he was 
Director of Re sidence Halls, a job which he 

Programs for development of peo ple with 
special needs is an area where emphasis is 
placed. "The growth aspect is where 
we place our emphasis," Paddack said. 

"We work with a student to improve on 
their ability to work and live in groups, to 
take leadership and to enhance decision
making, a student learns from this 
experience. This college does a good job of 
allowing opportunity for development," he 
said. 

"Areas that effect students on a day to 
day basis." Paddack said that This Week At 
Trenton, a schedule of events printed 
weekly in The Signal is put together by a 
member of h is staff. 

"THE PUB IS a direct result of t he work 
of this office," he said, "the College Store is 

Working with attitudes, values, and behaviors 
over a period of time, the results are more 

rewarding My main frustration is in 
misrepresentation of certain cases." 

originally from, is easily planned. 
"The family," he said, "attend many 

events on campus." His wife is involved 
with women on campus who want to 
beautify the campus and his children use 
the library. "We have several events each 
year in our home to get to know the 
students in an informal setting." 

said did not have the scope of responsibility 
of his present job. 

Paddack and his wife, Birgitta and their 
two children, Jennifer, nine and Katarina, 
eleven, have lived in the Trenton area for 
nine years. Paddack said living in this part 
of the country there is opportunity for 
many types of e xperience. 

Air travel to Sweden, where Birgitta's 
family lives, is easy and a trip to North 
Dakota, where Paddack's family is and he is 

vli 
Photo Courtesy of The Seal 

another. We have staff who work with the 
food services to let them know the needs of 
the students." 

"There is no memory in the student body 
of how things come about, the negative 
aspects are carried over from year to year, 

Photo Courtesy of The Seal 

Paddack and his "limosine." 

Disciplinary Board (ACDB) and offers 
information from both sides to help balance 
a fair decision, but the board makes the 
decision. 

The ACDB is made up of f our students, 
two faculty, and two administrators. 

the positive aspects are forgetten," 
Paddack said 

Expectations that Paddack has in serving 
students are to provide assistance in 
establishing and accomplishing personal 
goals and to humanize the processes in the 
college in handling the 10,000 student 
population. 

Paddack said he wants to see paper work 
done more efficiently in his office so that 
more time can be spent with individuals. 
The staff is not able to have on-going 
contacts but make referrals. 

"I am generally satisfied with my job and 
excited about the growth of students. 
Working with attitudes, values and 
behaviors over a period of time, the results 
are more rewarding. I think I have a good 
staff, my main frustration is in 
misrepresentation of certain cases," 
Paddack said. 

"THE SIGNAL THIS year has had 
much broader coverage of the happenings 
on campus," Paddack said. "They are 
utilizing their reporters more effectively." 

"For this office the coverage is almost 
exclusively concerning discipline," Paddack 
said. 

Paddack said he chairs the All College 

"Critics of t he judicial system on campus, I 
think are asking for something I don't agree 
with, a sterile type of system with no 
decision-making of what's best for the 
students and the college," Paddack said. 

"I do feel we have responsibilities to 
ourselves and to others in the community, 
consider the individual, consider the 
community, and consider the circum
stances," Paddack said. "The editors of The 
Signal concentrate on what they perceive as 
rights and never a word about 
responsibilities of students. I'm all for 
rights but I balance that with 
responsibility." 

"THE PUBLICITY WE get is only for a 
few situations, I think we help hundreds of 
students weekly," Paddack said. "We'll 
continue to serve them, we encourage them 
to come for advice and assistance." 

Paddack said he is exploring possibiliti 
for his future, re-assessing his personal 
strengths and weaknesses, but is not sure 
where it will take him. He said he is 
planning to teach a course this summer in 
graduate school. 

Although he said he is unsure whether he 
will remain in administration, he is sure he 
would like to have more time with his 
family. The job's pressures are tremendous, 
"never a dull moment," he said. 

"WE WILL SOON be taking a trip to 
Vermont to ski. The children and I learned 
together three years ago and we go every 
year for a week. We stay in a cabin with 
other families. We're looking forward to it," 
Paddack said. 

The services offered through Paddack's 
office include almost anything that occurs 
outside of a student's in-class time. 

Paddack takes a break at home. 

Photo Courtesy of Vie Seal 
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GUTS: Out of the closet 
and into the community 
BY RON BARTLETT 

The Gay Union of Trenton State is 
coming out of the closet. 

At their weekly meeting last Monday 
night, members of GUTS (Gay Union of 
Trenton State) voted unanimously "to go 
public as to the whereabouts of our 
meetings," according to Linda Searles, 
co-chairperson of GUTS. 

SEARLES A JUNIOR psychology 
major, said "if we kept the meeting place 
secret we would be saying we have to hide." 
Searles said the purpose of the move is to 
"attract more members. We're open to 
non-students, straights, and people with a 
general interest in student rights." 

GUTS was started last year mainly 
through the efforts of J oe Skirchak, senior 
sociology education major. The group was 
kept very private, and built up to about 40 
members during the course of the year, 
according to Searles. GUTS receives 
between $1300-1800 per year from the 
Student Finance Board budget, and pre
sently has 20-25 active members. Their 
office is currently located in the Allen 
House basement. 

"This is the first time it's being done and 
we don't know where it will go," said 
Searles. "Each member is laying it on the 
line, and it could ruin some people." 

Searles said she sees the possibility of 

harassment from members of the college 
community as "slim." "I'm sure there s a lot 
of people who just don't understand, said 
Searles. "But they would be in a minority 
at the meetings and they would be on the 
defensive. 

Searles said members of GUTS were 
given three alternatives during the voting 
Monday. They could have voted to keep 
advertising as it was and just give out the 
time and the day of the meetings, or they 
could advertise only in places where other 
gays would see it, such as gay bars and gay 
hotlines. But the members chose the third 
option, which was all out advertising. 

SEARLES STRESSED THAT the meet 
ings weren't just a social hour, but rather, 
focus on goals and objectives. Each 
member's personal growth and awareness, 
and educating straights about gay lifestyles 
were two objectives. Members of GUTS 
have spoken to Dr. Don Brown's Human 
Sexuality classes, in resident halls, and on 
WTSR. 

GUTS presentation of gay football player 
Dave Kopay on November 29, was a 
disappointment despite a good turnout, 
according to Searles. "Very few people 
were happy with Kopay," said Searles. "He 
had no depth and no unity with the gay 
community. He was just there to turn 
every gay gut on and then leave." 

In making the decision to go public, 
Searles said, "to my knowledge I'm the first 

woman at TSC publically announcing her 

gilSearles said she's "Not asking for 
acceptance. Some of my friends don t know 
and it's a vital part of me. I m tired ot 
hiding and playing games-I've spent my 
time in the Pub supposedly attracting 

think my friends will say, look I've 
known cinda for two years, and see 1 m a 
person first," said Searles. "If they have to 
look at my sexuality first, to hell with 
them." 

SGA to monitor 
standing committees 

- ¥ s y -' 

BY MARGARET REILLY 

Student Government Association (SGA) 
senators are now required to devote one 
hour (outside of regular Wednesday SGA 
meetings and special committee meetings) 
to the SGA. 

The proposal, introduced by Rich 
Abrams, senior class vice-president; was 
approved by the SGA at its November 30 
meeting. 

UNDER THE NEW policy a student 
senator must work one hour a week in the 
SGA office. This hour is to remain flexible 
(i.e. a senator could put in an hour from 3-4 
on a Thursday one week and then work 
from 12-1 on a Tuesday the next week). 

Any senator with three consecutive 
absences will be subject to impeachment. 

Abram's proposal was the result of his 
own inability to get any kind of cooperation 
from the SGA senators concerning a 
proposal on student participation on college 
standing committees he is working on with 
Linda Bernhardt, pyschology department 
senator. 

We (Bernhardt and Abrams) left two 
days open and not one senator showed up," 
said Abrams at the meeting. "Every week I 
see the same group of people doing all the 
work. Why did some of you join the 
SGA-resume purposes?" Abrams asked. 

Neil Gilbert, elementary education sena
tor, said the new policy would be unfair to 
educations majors who have to student 
teach and who have course obligations. 

"IF YOU CANT find one hour a week, 
then you shouldn't be in the SGA," Abrams 
said to Gilbert. 

After some discussion the SGA included 
an amendment exempting senators who 
have student teaching obligations. 

Senator at large, Joe Velez, asked how 
the executive board would insure that the 
one hour a week put in by senators would 
be "constructive." 

"How do we know senators aren't going 
to just come down to the office and sit 
around for an hour?" asked Velez. 
"The executive board isn't mommy and 

daddy," replied SGA president Doreen 
Beirman, "the senator's idea of responsi
bility will be his own." 

WTSR 91.3 ff.m. will do 

" live broadcasts 

all Trenton State 
basket ball games !S 

If you ean't support your team 

in person, tune in 91.3 f.m. and 

keep yourself informed on the 

" up to date " action!! 

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
ACROSS 

1 training 
6 Prodded 

11 That girl 
14 Madison Sq 

Gardens 
15 Raphael 

: U.S . 
painter 

16"Ode — 
Nightingale" 

1 7 I nadequate 
18 Tyros 
20 Reduce 
22 Annoy 
23 Early Irish 

tenant 
25 Fix hastily 
28 Lost vital 

fluid 
29 Aged 
30 Roman cups 

of old 
32 Defamation 
34 Rodent 

poison 
39 Beasts 
42 Measured 

out 
43 Dieter's 

objective 
45 Boredom 
46 Becomes 

evident 
49 0ff' s  Res. 

Corps 
50 L iner 
54 Gem 
55 Semisolid 

mass 

56 Of musical 
quality 

58 Discoursed 
60 Begged 
63 Spring up 
66 Likewise not 
67 Saw logs in 

the night 
68 Seed coat 
69 Gold: Sp. 
70 Facing a 

glacier 
71 Natural tat 

DOWN 
1 C oll. grads 
2 Trajectory 
3 Quotation. 2 

words 
4 Occurring 

within 
5 Tractors: 

Slang 
6 Cheerful 
7 Go back in 
8 Joke 
9 Samuel s 

techer 
t 0 Notch 
1 1 G et secretly 
1 2 H oofed 

mamma! 
13 Soothed 
19 State. Abbr 
21 CannesTor 

one 
23 - plexus 

Body 
network 

24 Straighten 

UNITED Feature Syndicate 
Friday's Puzzle Solved: 

A R i A S S H A w P A S S 
T A N T E E A V 5 (J M N I 
0 C c I P s T A L, G A I N 
P A 1 D u p H I L L S I D E 

D El c 0 R L E 0 N E W 
T 1 t £ D E S D 0 
U N 6 £ M 0 * E N C E 
k A c § I L L L 
k N (• £ T E A I T E A 

LA s T A T w N 
M 0 B M •? N V 5 T s 
0 V E P A I p E V E N T S 
L I R A F L A T D E N I A L 
A N 5 T £ I L A N E c R 6 
R E T S R Y E S S T E E P 

26 Study hard 
27 Animosity 
30 Appoint to a 

post 
31 Author 

Eleanor 
33 Australian 

bird 
35 Mr. 

Cartwright 
36 1 2th cent 

antipopist 
37 Sinew 

Prefix 
38 Proclamation 
40 Flaccid 
4 1 Cu t Dial 
44 Kitchen 

tools 
47 Ranks 

48 Building 
wing 

50 Narrow 
Prefix 

51 Respect 
52 inwardly: 

Prefix 

53 Golf goal 
55 Goddess of 

agriculture 
57 Fewer 
59 'Kiss Me 

61 Emmet 
62 Extremely 
64 Holy 

woman 
Abbr 

65 Equilibrium 
organ 
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GLASS, I'VE DECIDED 
TO MOVE /NTO A 

FRE SHMAN 
DORM. 

THE REASON BEING,,, 
I U/ANT 7D RELATE:. 
TO THE STUDENT 
AT THE (S ROOND LEVEL. 

MORE IMP ORTANTLY,,, 
DORM L IFE. WILL HE LP 
ME TO R EALI"ZE. THE 

NEEDS OF THE. " 
STUDENT 

BESIDES,,, I 
HAVEN'T BEEK IN A 
Good panty Ra/d 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
FOR SALE 

Philippe SA427 Turn
table with empire cartridge 
new 1 year warranty, caii 
Peter Wayne Campus 2013 
room 715. 

NEEDED 
January Transfer 

student from S.J. Looking 
for a place to live for Spring 
Semester. In T.S.C. area. 
Prefer near campus. Call Joe 
783-3230. 

PERSONAL 

SIGNAL photographer 
has Black and White TV's 
for sale. Contact Pat in the 
Signal office. 771-2477. 
Leave name and number. 

PERSONAL 

Hey Riederer-
Is Katz all right? 

#/, #2, and McLeod 

PERSONAL 
To Mr. Chase, 

(Jet out of my f— 
room! 

Love, 
Mr. Patrick 

PERSONAL 

Dr. Dumas, 
We don't care if you do 

give us C's in organic. We 
think you're a real cutie 
anyway. 

Three nurses from 
the 4th row 
PERSONAL 

C. Horvath 

PERSONAL 

PERSONAL 

To Sunset-
Impressed Sleeper-
Praying Roomie 
ATravers 6th-
And anyone I forgot oops-

Reverend M, 
The Greek 

Pedro 
Side-Parter, 

Muscles 
Cards I&II, 

Rosie, of course, too. 

Sign-a-nara Guys!! 

PERSONAL 

PERSONAL TOY AND CLOTHING 
DRIVE 

Spaceman and Tommy, 
Tea your day will come. 

The Ack 
P.S. Perone knows 

PERSONAL 

Attention students, organ
izations, faculty and staff: 
Community Switchboard is 
one of WTSR's many public 
services. If you have an 
announcement you would 
like read over the air you 
can have it broadcast FREE 
for two weeks. Please send 
all pertinent information to 
Randi Millstein, copy editor 
WTSR-FM, or pick up an 
application form in the base
ment of the Student Center. 

Clean out your attic and 
your closet! 

Bring back clothes and 
toys so that people who are 
normally unable to celebrate 
Christmas, can. Please just 
one toy or an article of 
clothing will be enough to 
put a smile on somebody's 
face. 

Support the Wolfe 10, Toy 
and Clothing Drive, 
beginning December 5. 

Bring your clothes to 
room 1017 Wolfe. 

Contact Pam if you would 
like to give your support. 

PERSONAL 

PERSONAL 
GAY, 

I want you to know I'm 
sincere. 

To B.A. of Cromwell 3rd, 
We love your Albanian 

nose, ya cutie! 
Love, 

The guys in #1306 
off-campus 
PERSONAL 

Ack 
PERSONAL 

"Rocky," 
Congratulations on your 

engagement. Best wishes to 
you and Marc for a lifetime 
of happiness. 

Love, 
Linda, Donna.Pam, and 

Ellen 

To the Seal staff, 
Congratulations on 

Trenton State College's 
finest yearbook publication 
ever!!! 

P.S. I'm glad I got one while 
you had some left. 

Barb and Nina, 
Have you found any good 

trees lately? Here's to black
berry brandy! Yahtzee! 
Yahtzee! Yahtzee! Thanks 
for a great weekend. 

Decker 1 and 2 

PERSONAL 
To Kathy, 

It's awfully warm down 
here-is it still cold up there?! 

Luv 
Me's best friend 

Our wooden shoes 
look better, and 
they feel better 
The finest clogs from S weden—inthis 
country s largest selection of sizes, styles, 
and colors —are available exclusively at 
Eskil s Clog Shops Featuring 
Scandinavian alderwood soles, plus 
tops of genuine 
leather 

Slip on a pair 
atanEskils 
location 
nearest you CLOG SHOP 

195 Nassau St.. Princeton. N.*f. 
Tele (609) 924-0512 

Among 1.7 E& kil's locations throughout America 

Become A Plasma Donor 
Work Your Own Hours 

$14 - $30 weekly 
Call 

Sera Tec Biologicals 
525 Milltown Road 
North Brunswick 

Off Rt. 1 Just North of 130 circle 
201-846-6800 

riTirinim 

To the IDC's, 
"The reason reason why 

^Ve bathroom?* 
be« e you can't tell n. 

sexes anyway." 

FOR SALE PERSONAL 

4 Datsun Mags [with 
lugs] 980. Will fit ALL 
Datsuns except 280Z and 
pickup. Call Rob [215] 
493-1556. 

STUDENT DISCOUNTS 

Dear Rapp, 
I won.t grow up 
I don.t want to go to school 
Just to learn to be a parrot. 
And nelite a silly rule. 

Love, 
Me 

The People o'n Top 

PERSONAL 
To Nancy Grant, 

Those notes in y 

envelope by the phone 1 
for real. 

Tonto 601 
PERSONAL 

Wanna go to Florida? 
For student discounts call 
April 771-3645. 

PERSONAL 

PERSONAL 
To the girl with the beautiful 
blue eyes and dark hair, who 
works in the cafeteria, 

Please come up and meet 
me. 

628 Travers 
Styx 

PERSONAL 

Sue, Lynn, Jan and Millie, 
Hey man, who's going to 

be the mellowest after this 
semester. 

Stacy and Carolynn, 
Those pictures on D ove', 

and Joe's door don't do you 
justice. 

An Admirer of Beauty 

PERSONAL 
Guess Who ? 

PERSONAL 

To Friday night, 
What is going on? You 

said you would stop by. 

Albanese, 
Your Stylohyoid is show

ing. 
Love, 

Banana 
Your catatonic roommate 

To The D.C. Clan [and 
friends], 

Don't forget December 
26th at Mother's Disco, 
Route 23 North Wayne, N.J. 
We can make it great even a 
Monday night!! Bring some 
friends. One big happy 
T.S.C. family!! 

Don't forget 12/26/77, 
P 

P.S. Let's get there early -
say 6 p.m.? 

Bitch 
PERSONAL 

Space Ranger, 
This is planet Earth, when 

are you going to land? 
Juice 

PERSONAL 
To Cute senior co-ed in 
Morrisville Kresgee's on 
11/15: 

I'm in my car now, where 
are you? 

KRB-19067 

Dear Betty Ann, 
Those voluptuous curve, 

that sensual »mil» tH».' 
of lusty passion, thoseS 
than fine threads,-whew! rn 
getting hot just tlii.iL. 
about ya!! I lust fo Tvow 
body... 

Sexually yours, 
The Italian Pony 

P.S. C—.— will never know 

PERSONAL 

To my suitemates: 
How are the coo kies 

Dearest Betty Ann, 
We love you for all the 

support you've shown us in 
the last 20 years. 

Affectionately yours. 
The Revlon Corporation 

women s 
medical center 

birth 
control 

counseling 

free 
early detection 

pregnancy testing 

outpatient 
abortion 
facility 

(215) 265-1880 
Call Collect 

1710 DEKALB PIKE » KI NG OF PRUSSIA, PA. 19406 
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person 
is of 
more 
value 
than a 
world 

Amy is fourteen, feels isolated and confused, has run 
away once more from home... Miguel, a truant feels he 
has to fight to make his mark in life...Mrs. Wilson, a 
single parent of three small children, feels she has no 
one she can turn to... 

If you feel called to live out your Christian vocation 
by helping troubled teenagers and families to develop a 
sense of self-worth, to believe that they are lovable and 
can become creative members of society—why not write 
to us, THE SISTERS OF THE GOOD SHEPHERD, a 
world-wide community of religious women and find out 
the many ways you can serve in social services, special 
education and related fields. With us, you will go in 
search of the lost, the hurt, the confused, the unloved— 
and the unloving. 

If you would like more information about THE 
GOOD SHEPHERD SISTERS' apostolate of caring, 
simply fill out the coupon. 

wl 
Le 

Sister Ellen Kelly, R .G.S./ Vocation Director 
SISTERS OF THE GOOD SHEPHERD 
120 West 60 Street 
New York, N ew York 100 23 

Please send me more information about your international 
community of S ISTERS OF THE GOOD SHEPHERD 
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A WRIGHT! I'VE GOT TWO BY-LINES 
AND A FRONTPAGE FEATURE 

IN TODAYS PA PER! 
I THINK I'LL CALLSUZV , 

ATTRACTIVE BRUNETTE, 21, 
AND SHARE A PITCHER 

OF COLD BUD • OVER AT MARTY'S, 
POPULAR CAMPUS 

. HANGOUT. ATL AND MAIN. 

Budweiset 

PERSONAL 

CLASSIFIEDS notice 
about 

Does anyone 
what's different 
Leslie? 

PERSONAL 
To 405 T ravers. 

We're Bob and Tom, come 
uo and s ee. 

Signed, 
Tonto and Styx 

PERSONAL 
To Mammv. 

gig Bunch, No Bananas. 
Sammy 

PERSONAL 

Attention Jim Whaler: 
How about a date to 

McDonalds for a Filet? 

PERSONAL 

Tom, 
I called you r social secre

tary to make an appoint
ment and she said that the 
first opening is on April 21, 
1983 at 2 a.m. I guess 111 see 
you then. 

Love, 
Me 

PERSONAL 
Centennial Slash, 

When are you going to 
wash your fingers? 

Someone who knows 
P.S. Keep it in the family. 

PERSONAL 

To Chris on the 6th-
"The only person to ever 

get addicted to a non-
addictine." 

Signed, 
SDT 

PERSONAL 

To The Nasty Roomates of 
902, 

You may write nasty 
notes on our memo board, 
and bring certain unwanted 
people in 904, but we are 
having you evicted to make 
way for our recreation room. 

J and G 
P.S. Stop banging on the 
wall-it upsets the FISH. 

"How 
I found 

36 
extra 
days 
test,, 
year" 

PERSONAL 

Miss Chicago, 
Do you have anything else 

to offer besides the Chicago 
album? 

Yours truly 

PERSONAL 
To Lynn and Jody in 
Cromwell. 

When are we going to get 
together like we used to? 

Love, 

J&D 

PERSONAL 

Dean and Carolyn, 
Two Italians are better 

than one! 
Love, 

The Czech 

PERSONAL 

Dean. 
I did so score a 507! I 

never cheat. 
Love, 
Carol 

P.S. So what if I don't go by 
the rules. 

PERSONAL 

Rich, 
Have you found out how 

to say no Yet? 
"Your advisor" 

PERSONAL 

Hey Flipper! 
Hello From Livingston! 

Surprise 

PERSONAL 

To My Parting Partner, 
Thanx for a lot of good-no, 

nice times. Be assures that 
you will x your o before I do. 

XO 
PERSONAL 

Hey Foxies [gym major and 
Brooklyn]: 

Do some helium and 
a cheese bonus then come 
over for our blinking lights 
and then the Honeymooners. 

Signed, 
The Strangers [whistle] 

P.S. Let's get small! 

PERSONAL 

Wolfe 10, 
We're going to number 1 

again. Christmas decora
tions!!!! 

PERSONAL 

Dear Spam, 
Did I tell vou vet todav? 

But you can't mix business 
with pleasure. What then? 
Some day I'm going to tell 

you Doys w no we really are, 
silly. 

CMW 

PERSONAL 

Kathy, 
Thanks for a great 

Thanksgiving Holiday. I 
really had a fantastic time-
food-booze and family. 

Lucy 

PERSONAL 

To Ralph in 123 Cent. 
Your head looks good. 

Really. 
Dave 

"Oh my God" 

PERSONAL 
Meggum, 

Don,t worry you look fine. 
Love, 
Dave 

PERSONAL 

Dear Delta Zeta New 
Sisters, 

Congradulations on your 
initiation. You're a great 
bunch! 

Love, Delta Zeta 
Sisters and Bonnie 

PERSONAL 
Dearest Raymond: 
Get out of jail. 
I can't do it through the 
bars. 

Myer 

PERSONAL 
Steve, 

When are we gonna 
Seafood Shanty again? 

hit 

PERSONAL 

To Dee on the 7th, 
You're such a nice girl 

no-one will ever get you 
down. No one. 

Signed, 
Someone 

PERSONAL 

Tim, 
The beach may be 

crowded in t he summer but 
THE CORRAL is hopping 
year-round. Your loss...I 
think. 

M.J. 

PERSONAL 

Big Man: 
The candle and I melted 

when you looked across the 
room. 

Keep looking, but do not 
touch! 

I'm an animal in the zoo. 
Touch Cathy, she's free. 

B. Leigh 

PERSONAL 

Coach, 
Have you scored on 

Cromwell Six yet? Or hasn't 
she stopped laughing? 
What's Peggy going to say 
about this? 

"Your fans" 

WHEN DO JOURNALISM 
MAJORS SAY BUDWEISER ! 

"I used to be too 
uncomfortable to do 
much of anythingwhen I 
had my menstrual 
period. It was like losing 
at least three days every 
month. Then, last year, I 
switched to Tampax 
tampons. Now I'm 
always on the go." 

Making every day 
count is what Tampax 
tampons are all about. 
They eliminate chafing, 
bulk and bulges.. In fact, 
once the tampon is prop
erly in place, you can't 

' '  even feel it's there. 
And Tampax 

tampons are uniquely 
designed to conform to 
individual vaginal con-

» tours. Which means 
there's less chance of 
leakage or bypass. 

With Tampax 
tampons you get a lot 
more days out of the 
y e a r .  A n d  a  lo t  m o r e  f u n  
out of life. 

The internal protection more women trust 

TAMPAX, 
^ I tarnp&riA 

MADE ONLY 8Y T AMPAX IN CORPORATED. P ALMER. MASS 
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Houston : closer to home 
BY CELIA PFEIFFER 

While the world was waiting for the 
historic arrival of Anwar Sadat in Israel, 
another historic event was taking place 
closer to home, in Houston, Texas. 

l he National Women's Conference, 
American Women on the Move, was the 
result of 56 conventions held in each of t he 
states and territories which were attended 
by a total of more than 130,000 women from 
a wide ranee of hackerounds. 

FUNDING FOR THE conference was 
provided by the 94th Congress of the 
United States as part of the US participa
tion in the Decade for Women (1975-1985) 
proclaimed by the United Nations. 

The women attending the National 
Women's conference were a heterogeneous 
group, representing all of the varied 
religious, ethnic, economic, and social 
groups that are represented in the popula
tion. 

In addition to the delegates to the 
conference and their alternates, over 28,000 
women paid their own way to Houston to 
observe events first hand and to lend 
support to the Plan of Action. 

A torch relay from Seneca Falls, New 
h ork, site of the first Women's Rights 
Convention in 1 848, to Houston was begun 
on September 28 of t his year. Members of 
the 1 renton State College Women's Cross 
Country Team carried the torch when it 
passed through New Jersey on its 2,612 
mile trip. 

ANOTHER MEMBER OF the TSC 
community, Ann Baker, ENCORE advisor 
and coordinator of Campus Ministry, 
attended the conference as an observer and 
member of the press. Baker has been kind 
enough to share some of her feelings and 
experiences of the conference with us. 
(Frankly, I couldn't have stopped her from 
sharing them if I'd wanted to. Fortunately 
I didn't, want to.) 

Some of the more moving moments at the 
conference occured when: 

•the Torch Relay reached the floor of the 

conference and the delegates and observers 
greeted it with prolonged cheering and 
chanted "ERA, ERA." 

•the woman at microphone number six 
took her turn to speak for the Equal Rights 
Amendment, stepped forward, and 
announced, "My name is Susan B. An
thony." The cheering lasted at east five 
minutes for the grand niece of the great 
sufferage leader. 

•the overwhelming vote in favor of the 
Eaual Rights Amendment which resulted in 
a prolonged celebration including snake 
dances. 

•the passage of the Resolution on 
Minority Women, put together by represen
tatives of Bl ack, Native American, Alaskan 
Native, Hispanic, and Asian-Pacific women, 
which produced a spontaneous demonstra
tion of support in which almost everyone 
stood, joined hands, and sang "We Shall 
Overcome." 

•the release of b alloons proclaiming, "We 
Are Everywhere" following the vote on the 
sexual preference issue. 

As important as these events that did 
happen is the event that was predicted but 
did not happen. The great rift, the 
mud-slinging floor fight that would kill the 
feminist movement in this country forever, 
never materialized. 

Phyllis Schlafly, leader of t he Stop ERA 
forces, who purports to speak for the 
American wife and mother declared before 
the conference that Houston would be the 
death of the "libber's" movement, that the 
Stop ERA people would bury the women's 
movement. The wives and mothers who 
attended the conference as observers 
proved Schlafly wrong. Most of the 28,000 
observers are wives and mothers, most of 
them went to Houston to show their 
support for the ERA and other issues of 
women's rights. Most of them resent 
having some strange women speak for them 
as if they are incapable of speaking for 
themselves. 

SOME OF THE observers showed their 
resentment in the form of boos directed 

against tne anti-ERA delegates, but on the apologies to Mark Twain) that the 
floor, among the delegates themselves, of our death have been ports 

exaggerated. greatly there was order. 
There was no in-fighting, no divisiveness, an? Plctures from the N ationill 

only peace and solidarity. The Women s Conference are on di8play 
Movement is pleased to announce (with ^0,nen s Center, Green Hall room 3.1 

COMMUNITY RELATIONS 

Committe to try and 
improve food service 

A crniin hoc heon nrrraniTQ^ tnr In inHi/>afa i*» A group has been organized to try to 
evaluate and improve food service. 

The Student Government Association 
(SGA) has worked with various groups to 
form the Inter-Association for Food Service 
(IFSR). It is comprised of one represent
ative and one alternate from: Decker-
Cromwell Government, Lakeside Steering 
Committee; SGA; Towers Residents Asso
ciation; and the Commuter Council. 

THE INTER-ASSOCIATION hopes to 
progress in a very orderly manner and they 
have set up a process for proceeding with 
their investigation. 

They will begin by listing and then fchey 
will break down the goals, needs and tasks 
necessary for improvement. 

Each of these will be assigned to an 
organization involved in the Inter-Asso-
ciation. The assignments will be made after 
a list is handed out to each Inter-
Association member and the members 

indicate in order of preference and ab ility 
which assignments they would be inter
ested in working on. 

For utility of effort, only one organization 
at a time may work on a particular 
assignment for the total Inter-Association. 
By decision of the Inter-Association, an 
organization may work simultaneously on 
more than one assignment. 

Before actual work on the task begins the 
organization submits a schedule of events to 
the Inter-Association. Progress reports will 
be given by each organization at each Inter-
Association meeting. 

THESE MEETINGS WILL be held 
monthly and are open to the public. Minutes 
are also available if desired. 

The committee and Bill Donafrio of th e 
Towers Residents Association have worked 
to form this committee and they hope t o 
achieve noticeable goals. Work within the 
committee should begin within a few weeks. 

FRESHMEN! 
Pizza Party 

_ , and 
General Class Meeting 

Thursday, December 15,1977 
7:00pm Travers -Wolfe Main Lounge 

$1.00 deposit, refunded at the door. 
Sign up with your councilmen or in the 
Student Center December 8 and 9 th. \> 
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Tigers Close Advantage Gap 
Prior to Saturday's Men's Gymnastics 

meet in P acker Hall, Trenton State had an 
11-2 advantage in their series against 
Princeton Un iversity. 

Today, that advantage has been cut down 
to 11-3. 

PRINCETON DOWNED TRENTON in 
its first meet of the winter sports season 
95.20 to 85.70. 

Trenton was leading 65.35 to Princeton's 
64.15 af ter four events but lost the fifth 
event, the parallel bars, 10.55 to Prince-

Cage Losses 
"WE HAD ALL the shots we wanted but 

nobody pu t them in," lamented McCorry. 
"It probably s hould've been an 80-68 game 
our favor. They (SHU) were in a collapsing 
zone and gave the wings all the jumpers 
they wan ted. They just couldn't put it in." 

TSC retu rns to action today for its first 
conference game of the year, at Stockton. 
McCorry h opes his club can bounce back 
after the two defeats. 

"A couple of kids were down after the 
games, n aturally they're feeling bad," he 
said. "If its just something emotional or 
permanent we won't know until practice or 
when we pla y. 

"(Team captain) Jose was down, he's lost 
a lot in three years and wants to win some. 
He's ready to go and Davey is too, as are 
the rest of the guys." 

This week is the time to turn it around. 

LION LINE S-Oakley was named to the 
.Mi-Tournament team...Transfer Kevin 
Kulhawy will be ready to start in four 
games...Lions' first home game is next 
Tuesday against Glassboro...They'll be 
debuting in the new Southern Division of 
the NJSCAC against Stockton...The first 
meeting with William Paterson (January 
17] has been dropped from the schedule, 
since WPC figured it wasn't important 
enough to play since it wasn't a conference 
game. The second meeting between the 
teams is . 

ton's 17.60 to decide the meet. TSC also lost 
the final high bars 10.20-13.45 to add to its 
losing effort. 

Trenton's only high points wre individu
al performances by freshman Jamie Stymi
est, sophomore Jamie Schaeffer and senior 
Steve Graber. Graber went on to his 16th 
straight first place performance in dual 
meets on the still rings, carrying over last 
year s undefeated record, with an excellent 
8.85 score. Schaeffer took second in the 
All-Around competition with a 21.95 per
formance and Stymiest, in his first college 
performance, took first in floor exercise 
scoring a fine 7.45 for the event. 

Head TSC Coach Don William's team 
was hampered in their opening meet, which 
drew an excellent crowd for this early in the 
season, by injuries and poor training before 
the meet due to a lack of equipment for 
some of the events in practice. The team 
had no spring board in practice since the 
one they have is broken so for the vaulting 
competition Trenton had to use Princeton's 
spring board. The tension of some boards 
are different than others so the lack of 
practice time on the board hindered TSC's 
performance. 

The team is having to rely on seven men 
because two of their top gymnasts, John 
Fig and Bill Dail are out with injuries for 
the season while a third, Buddy Haines, will 
be out until January. 

RUNNERS 

TSC Men's Cross Country team members 
Harry Bilicki and Bob Natale qualified for 
the Boston Marathon in April by running 
under the three hour qualifying time 
needed for Boston in the 5th Annual New 
Jersey Shore Marathon Sunday. 

Bilicki ran the 26 miles from the Asbury 
Park Convention Hall to the Sandy Hook 
Lighthouse Station and back in two hours, 
forty-eight minutes and twenty-seven 
seconds which was good for 87th place out 
of 2,000 starting runners. Natale ran the 
course in 2:57.23 to finish 189th. 

T^j&r 

h corduroys) 
!{dL50}/ 
SiHQorivHS 
$12.5*0! 

WE L L  G I V E  Yo u S T U D E N T S  
A  B RE AK  V oaR .  L f r  f .  JW/ ' S  A O J 

just*pants 
7EL. 
7W-3436 Q U A K E R  B R I D G E  M f t U -

THE INJURIES TO Fig, whose spe 
cialty is the side horse, and Dail, who 
performs on the sidehorse, vaulting and 
parallel bars, are expected to be very costly 
to the Lions for the remainder of th e season 
as they were in the opening meet. Fig, a 
senior, figured to be the number one man on 
the team. He was anticipating the nationals, 
but a broken thumb has forced him 
tired-shirt it this year so he can participate 
next winter. 

Dail is out with a severely sprained ankle 
and Haines, who competes on the high bars 
and vaulting, is out with a bad back but will 
be back for his fourth year of varsity 
competition. 

Returnees for the Lions this year include 
Graber. from Neshaminv. who is the NAGL 

Champion in the Still Rings competion. 
Schaeffer, from W. Keansburg, takes on 

the task of competing in the all-around 
competition, as he did in the Princeton 
meet. This is his first effort in this type of 
competition. Specializing in the high bar, 
Schaeffer ist being pressed into service 
because of the injuries to the other 
all-around performers. 

Sophomore Rich Logue, from Riverside, 
will try and fill Fig's shoes on the side horse 
while also competing on the parallel 

RICK TIMBOLI, A sophomore trans
fer from Monmouth College, will compete 
on still rings and vaulting competition. 

The freshmen candidates are expected to 
contribute to the success of the season. 
Stymiest, of Stockton, will handle the floor 
exercise as well as vaulting for the Lions. 

No Rest For 
Touted Grapplers 

BY CHRIS D'AMICO 
People say that when you're a 

nationally ranked team there is not time for 
rest. If this is true, Coach Dave Icenhower's 
Trenton State wrestling team must feel 
that way right now. 

The Lions are ranked ninth in the country 
in Division III and have just finished a two 
day tournament at the Coast Guard. The 
tournament featured matmen from eight 
Division I schools. 

"THE MAIN REASON we went to the 
tournament was because it was so good," 
commented Coach Icenhower. "The players 
really gained a lot of experience in this 
tournament." 

Before the tournament, the Lions' 
grapplers opened the season by pinning 
Farleigh Dickinson, 38-9. 

Mike Rosetti, Rich Hicks, Phil Godbolt jyjjp,e T0bin 

"I WAS HAPPY with our opener 
against Farleigh Dickinson but we didn't 
look too sharp in the tournament," 
continued Icenhower. "But I think all the 
kids got a lot of good experience in the 
tournament." 

So, with the tough tournament behind 
them you would think the Lions would get a 
little rest. Well, don't think too hard about 
it because the grapplers will be back in 
action Saturday afternoon against Mass. 
Maritime. 

"Maritime is ranked 20th in the country," 
said Icenhower. "This is a big match for us 
in Division III. What makes this match so 
interesting is that our best wrestlers will 
face their best wrestlers so it will be power 
versus power." 

Maybe the biggest individiual match of 
the day will feature Lions' sophomore 
Gerald Johnson going after All-American 

and Bob Wilkins registered pins and Gerald 
Johnson, Marty Breithoff and Kevin 
Walzak compiled victories by decisions. 

At the Coast Guard Tournament, Marty 
Breithoff won the 158 lb. weight class by 
posting a 7-4 decision against Ed Aikens of 
Tmeple. Mike Rosetti took second place as 
he lost to Joe Dionisio, a National Junior 
College runnerup. 

"Mike beat him in the afternoon but lost 
in the evening," remarked Icenhower. "It 
was a tough match." 

So, Saturday afternoon is a big day for 
the Lions' matmen if they want to hold their 
number nine ranking. This Saturday may 
just prove to everyone just how valuable 
that Coast Guard Tournament was for the 
Lions. 

LIONS LINES -- GERALD Johnson, 
[soph] took fifth in the tournament at 134 .. 
. Keith Weidenhoff took sixth at 167 . .. Big 
match vs. Mass. Maritime home this 
Saturday at 2:00 p.m. 
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Bonell To Twirl At Cage 
™ m W -W ww , ., „r never twirled at "You know, I m not even goi 

the signal 
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 

BY AL MUSKEWITZ 

There are going to be two attractions at 
Trenton State's first home basketball game 
this season - conference power Glassboro 
State and Leesa Bonnell. 

A freshman from Somerville High, 
Bonnell will peiTOrm her outstanding 
twirling act at halftime of next Tuesday's 
game, the Lions' first in the new conference 
setup. 

LEESA, A 
displayed her 

BIOLOGY major, first 
baton-twirling talents at 

halftime of TSC football games this year 
A three-year twirling veteran, Leesa will 

be competing for Miss Majorette America 
next month in Tennessee. She earned that 
right by winning Miss Majorette Est 1978 
and Miss Majorette New Jersey 1977 in 
competitions sponsored by the Drum 
Majorettes of America (DMA). 

In her career, Bonnell has won more than 
200 trophies and 50 medals. She s a 
three-time state strutting competition 
champion and the 1977 Grand Solo 
champion of New Jersey. 

"At first I was a little apprehensive about 
it because I didn't know how people would 

take it," Leesa said. I ve never 
basketball games before and didn t know if see her ^ 
people would accept it like they do at lockerroom. Maybe if we re winning by 
" - -- " no„ Miiioo points I'll send my assistants inside „ J 

either. I'U be too busy^ f ^  

football games. I've done lost of pep rallies 
before and the kids loved it. 

TSC basketball coach Tom McCorry 
"discovered" Leesa before his team 
practiced one afternoon. He though she was 
so talented, he came up with the idea for 
her to perform at Lion cage games. 

"I'VE NEVER SEEN anyone work like 
she does," McCorry praised. "Her 
showmanship attracted me the first time. 
It's not just her skills that are excellent, but 
her showmanship, too. 

points 111 send my assistants inside and I' ll 
come out to watch," he mused. 

OFFENSIVE 
LINEMAN 

OFFENSIVE 
BACK 

OFFENSIVE 
EN P 

OFFENSIVE 

Two Losses 
Continued from paqe twenty-eight 
for traveling. "That's the only cal l I Hi*.-, 
like," said McCorry. "The ref was screened 
out and couldn't see, but Higgins was still 
dribbling. I don t care what you do. You can 
do a handstand but as long as you ar 
dribbling it's not a walk." 

The Lions came back right down the 
court and Rich Groves was fouled wh ile 
shooting. Instead of being ahead by one the 
Lions trailed by two. 

GROVES MISSED THE second free 
throw and Oakley fouled Meshanko on the 
rebound. Meshanko hit both shots of a o ne 
and one situation to put Rider ahead b y-
four, 84-80 with 39 seconds remaining. ' 

In the second round of the tournament 
the problem was plain and simple. Trenton 
hit only 28 of 76 shots in its loss to Sa cred 
Heart. 

The Lions best shooters missed wide 
open shots as Heart jammed the inside 
lanes letting the Lions shoot only from the 
perimeter. Tideman, Kerrigan and Jim 
Smith all shot below .500 from the floor. 

"We were so open it was incredible," said 
McCorrv. "We should be hitting shots like 
we had. If it was an off night that gam e 
means nothing but if it was an indication of 
our performance for the season, we're in 
trouble." 

But McCorry was again pleased with h is 
team's defense. "We held a team that 
scored 91 points against Drexel to 58 
points." 

FRESHMAN GROVES AND Bill 
Aromando played well for Trenton State. 
Groves scored 24 points against Rider. 
Oaklet scored 36 points and grabbed 14 
rebounds in both games and was selected to 
the All Tournament team. 

Grapplers Win9 39-8 
Continued from pope twenty -eight 

in Washington, N.J. Wrestling at 190 
was runners-up in the Central Jersey 
tourney. 

Freshmen candidates this year include 
118 pound John Bagaraci of Bergenfield. 
Magaraci was a regional champ while 
attending Bergenfield High School. In the 

134 pound class will be Jeff Mayberry, a 
state place-winner from Warren Hills H.S. 
in Washington, N.J. Wrestling at 190i 
pounds is Bud Schweder, a regional 
place-winner in his senior year at Hamilton 
High School in Trenton. Schweder, also a 
football player, was the starting defensive 
end this season for the Lions. John Misita, 
22-0 at Haddonfield High School last season 
will wrestle at 142 pounds. Another 
regional place-winner wrestling at 177 
pounds is Keith Weidenhof of U pper Darby. 

Three big dual challenges will feature the 
Lions takinv on last year's New England 
Conference Champions on December 10 anc 
with conference rival Montclair Sate or 
January 26. 

In addition the Lions will face powerful 
University of North Carolina at Nesaminy 
High School on January 20. The Tar Heels 
finished second in the Atlantic Coast 
Conference last season. 

1977-78 Home Wrestling Schedule 

December 10, Mass. Maritime, 2:00 
December 14, Glassboro, 7:00 
January 20 Univ. of N.C. AT Neshaminy 
H.S., 8:30 
February 2, Kean, 8:00 
Februrary 9, Rider, 8:00 
February 17 & 18 Metropolitan Tourna
ment. 

TSC 39 FDU/Teaneck 8 

118-Mark Sc ott FDU d. Ed Marion 13-10 
126-Mike Rosetti TSC p. Joe Fallizzi 4:40 
134-Gerald Johnson TSC d. Rich Billitz 4-2 
1412-Rich Hicks TSC p. Joe Savello :28 
150-Marty Breithoff TSC d. Mike Savello 
19-7 
158-Phil Godbolt TSC p. Mike Gallo 7:40 
167-Kevin Walzak T SC d. A1 Matos 11-7 
177-Keith Weidenhoff TSC d. Jamie 
Ebrahimi 9-4 
190-Ron Train FDU forfeit 
HWT- Bob Wilkins TSC p. Bruce Uvegas 
2:27 

THE ROBBINS PHARMACY CLnd. 

CO0NTRK 
CRICKS 

CarAi -6.if.-Vi, Have on e Elf of a 
Christmas w\4h our 

great cards fine, 
gifts and 
Stover Candcj. 

Open lc>-5 fil Chr-isfr>\ab 

oy Ca.mpUi 
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BY AL MUSKEWITZ 

There wasn't anything Kevin 
Kulhawy could do to help Trenton State 
in its two Governor's Classic losses last 
weekend. He could only sit and watch. 

Although he's healthy enough to crack 
the starting line-up, and most likely will 
when available, Kulawy is forced to sit 
out the Lions' first six games of an NCAA 
transfer regulation. 

LION HEAD COACH Tom McCorry 
knows what his prize transfer can do 
with a roundball. The only problem is the 
6-2 guard from Saddle Brook High won't 
be able to show anyone else until TSC 
hosts Bloomfield on January 5. 

Two years ago, upon graduation, 
Kulhawy decided to accept a cage 
scholarship from the University of 
Maine-Orono. Last year, at semester 
break, he decided major college life in the 

wilderness wasn't for him. He trans
ferred to Trenton State where he has 
known McCorry for about three years. 

An old NCAA rule which was later 
changed keeps him from playing, however. 

The rule read if a player transfers from a 
Division I school to a non-scholarship 
Division III institution he can't play until 
one calendar year passes from the day he 
decided to leave the original school. 

"There were a few reasons why I 
switched," explained Kulhawy, who first 
met McCorry at a summer basketball 
camp after his sophomore year. 

"I didn't like playing too far from home 
and we never came close to the area. I 
guess the closest we ever got was 

LaSalle (Philadelphia). And the lifestyle 
was too slow-paced. 

"I'M RATHER GLAD I made the 
change. Nobody knew me up there since 
it was mostly a hometown crowd with 
kids from the area. But we'd sellout the 
gym (4500) like three days before the 

At Maine, which plays in the Yankee 
Conference with such eastern powers U 
Conn, and U Mass., Kulhawy was eighth 
man on the varsity as a uesnman. 

He saw considerable action as a Black 
Bear and notes considerable differences 
and similarities in the Maine programs 
ind TSC. 

WATCHING INTENTLY -- Kevin Kulhawy, a transfer 
from the University of M aine, is forced to watch the action 
from the sidelines. Goose, as he's known around campus, will 
be eligible by NCAA rules on January 5 when TSC hosts 

Bloomfield. Staff Photo By Bill Haacker 
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"The only major difference with Divi
sion I is the kids are a lot bigger," 
Kulhawy observed. "My roomie at Maine 
was 6-8 and one of t he top rebounders in 
the nation. And you flew all over the 
place, too, but I didn't think that was all 
that impressive. 

"I caught a few of t heir (Lions) games 
last year and they have a similar offense 
to the one at Maine so I got used to that 
quickly. But coach McCorry is more 
intense here and I'm used to playing with 
a lot of intensity." 

WHEN HE FINALLY breaks into the 
Lion lineup in three weeks, Kulhawy 
should compliment point guard Tom 
Higgins very well. McCorry knows, too, 
that he'll have the guards for two more 
years following this campaign. 

Both are sophomores in athletic eligi
bility. Kulhawy gained it by the transfer 
rule and Higgins because he red-shirted 
last season following an unsuccessful 
attempt to come back from a knee injury. 

"It's going to be frustrating," Kulhawy 
admitted of the wait. "But I knew the 
rule about transferring and figured it 
was worth it. 

"When I come back I'm gonna play 
hard. Right now, all I can do is sit back 
and hope they come out alright after the 
first seven games. 

"THE FEELING HERE is super close. 
We're all so close. And you win in the 
long run with a team like that." 

For Kevin Kulhawy his countdown is 
winding down. He's only got four more 
games to wait before he's in there 
helping things to turn around. 

Swim Team Set To Open 
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BY EVE BURRIS 

The Trenton State College swim team 
opens their season December 6 at home 
against Villanova. 

Coach Brenda Campbell said last year's 
meet against Villanova was decided in the 
last relay and she is expecting a close meet 
again this year. 

THE SWIM TEAM strength last year 
came from the medley and free relays 
though all of the other events were covered. 
They are hoping to do the same this year 

though there has been a change in the order 
of events in collegiate swimming which will 
affect some of the swimmers. 

The change will hurt the team in the 
jackstroke sprint and the individual med-
ey. Sophomore Nancy Weaver and senior 
co-captain Carol Laible both do well in the 
individual medley but are needed in other 
events. 

Coach Campbell said she is "looking for 
the development of freshmen in this event." 

She is also looking for backup strength from 
junior Eileen Kelly, junior Lisa Buckner, an 
exchange student from the University of 
Northern Colorado, and Elli Kinsey who is 
out with a back injury but expected to swim 
next semester. 

Coach Campbell said she has several 
strong freshmen on the team this year such 
as Jean McGoldrick, backstroke butterfly 
and freestyle sprint; Janet Mangan, dis
tance freestyle and breaststroke; Cathy 
Paone, breaststroke; and Elaine Bonnell, 
freestyle; who. will round out the team. 
Also, junior Cindy Bookman, out for the 
first time in the freestyle sprint. 

She expects a lot from her returning 
lettermen, sophomore Nancy Weaver, 
breaststroke and freestyle; junior Marianne 
Trudeau, butterfly and freestyle; senior 
Carol Laible, distance freestyle and breast-
stroke; senior Cheryl Wagner, freestyle 
and butterfly; senior Jackie Mangan, 
breaststroke and freestyle; senior co-cap
tain Lisa Brady, backstroke; and sopho
more Christal Relling, backstroke and 
butterfly. 
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Transfer Rule Benches Kulhawy 

DOWN AND OUT - Lion captain Jose Oakley is attended 
to by trainer Joe Camillione after falling on his knee during 
second half action against Rider. ^luJf Photo By Bill Blacker 



BY JOHN CAHILL 
While it is unusual in most sports for both 

individuals and teams to excel this early in 
the winter sports season at Trenton State, 
the TSC wrestlers have accomplished this 
feat. 

Last week, the squad trounced FDU/ 
Teaneck38-9 Wednesday night in Trenton's 

Packer Hall while TSC All-America Marty 
Breithoff won the 156-pound title with four 
straight victories in the tough Coast Guard 
Tournament in New London, Conn., Satur
day. * 

BREITHOFF WON THE crown by 
defeating Temple's Ed Akins in overtime 

SIGNAL SPORTS 

1-1. ueiore downing Akins, breithotf 
pinned Joe Maloney of Rhode Island 4 a nd 
won decisions over Joe Gladue of Central 
Connecticut (5-4) and John Knapp of New 
York Maritime (10-0). 

Trenton's Mike Rosetti lost in the 126 
pound finals after defeating three oppon
ents while the team, which is division III 
member, left the competition in sixth place, 
beating three division I schools. 

In the Teaneck victory, Trenton took 
eight of the 10 matches and only lost the 190 
pound bout because of a forfeit. 

The Lion grapplers are coached by Dave 
Icenhower in his second season. In his 
rookie campaign on the Hillwood Lakes 
campus, Icenhower led his squad to an 11-5 
record and a second place finish in league 
competition. Tough opponents are expect
ed to challenge the Lions as they vie for the 

Metropolitan Wrestling Conference crown 
in 1977-78. 

TSC matmen to look for in upcoming 
meets are co-captain Mike Rosetti and 
Rich Hicks. Rosetti. a junior for Phillip^ 
burg, is a two-time All-American at the 126 
pound weight class. In turning up for the 
season ahead, Rosetti has already 
captured the EasttStroudsburg and Central 
Jersey Open wrestling tournaments. 

HICKS HAS MISSED the past two 
seasons due to injuries. He is expected to be 
a top performer for the Lions this winter. 

Other standouts include senior Bob 
Wilkens of Mt. Holly. Wilkens, a 19" 
pounder, also won the Central Jersey Open 
and is unbeaten in his last 14 dual meets. In 
the 134 pound weight group. Gerald 
Johnson, a sophomore from Pemberton 

Continued on pagt twenty-M 
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TSC DROPS PAIR 
Lions Finish McCorry Pleased 

Fourth Again Despite Outcome 
BY AL MUSKEWITZ 

There were just about seven minutes left 
in the first half on Friday night and Trenton 
State looked like it was on the way to a 
season-opening victory. But rival Rider 
College wouldn't cooperate. 

It was halftime of th e Sacred Heart game 
on Saturday and the Lions led by two. 
Again, it looked like they were on the verge 
of victory, but this time the basketball 
didn't cooperate. 

THE WHOLE THING led to TSC losing 
its two Governor's Classic games and 
finishing fourth (again) in the annual 
tournament. 

On opening night, the Lions fell to Rider, 
87-81. In the consolation game against 
SHU,the Lions bowed, 68-57. 

"I think the fact we haven't had a regular 
practice in nearly a week and a half told on 
us later in the game," head coach Tom 
McCorry explained after the opening-night 
loss. "Those turnovers, fouls, missed shots, 
they were all due to fatigue." 

Trenton State (0-2) has been forced to 
practice on only a half-court because of all 
the problems a late-November storm has 
caused with Packer Gym. 

The Lions led, 30-25, with 7:15 left in the 
half against Rider. Bob Prvzvblowski. the 
MVP of last year's Classic, canned both 
ends of a one-an-one and ignited a 25-17 
Bronc surge that gave them a 50-47 halftime 
lead. 

LOSING TO RIDER killed the spectacu
lar-effort by freshman recruits Bill Aroman-
do and Rich Groves. Aromando, who came 
to TSC by way of Fork Union (Va.) Military 
Academy, hustled his way to seven points 
off t he bench. 

Groves, a product of state champion 
Essex Catholic, canned 23 markers and 
filled in well after Tom Tideman (17:16 left) 
;and Davey Roberts (16:26) fouled out. 

"Even though we lost, the whole thing 
with this year's team is that it's not only 
better but it has more guns," reasoned Tom 
Higgins who played his first game in nearly 
a year after resting a knee injury. 

"Last year most of the guys were injured 
and we had only about five really good 
players. Now we have eight or nine. My 
freshman year we had no depth, but now if I 
have to come out I'm confident Billy can 
come in and do a good, if not better, job. 

"But when we lost the two big men, it 
made things a lot harder to play and the 
lack of c onditioning hurt at the end." 

IN THE SECOND half, the teams 
traded baskets nearly all the way. Doug 
Madaio's followup shot with 56 seconds left 
iced it, 82-78. The basket followed a 
scramble on a play where Higgins was 
called for traveling. 

"I slipped but never touched the ball," the 
6-1 sophomore guard contended. "The ref 
was behind me and he must have thought I 
touched it with my other hand after rolling 
over." 

Jose Oakley, who fed Groves perfectly 
for a stuffer against the press in the first 
half, finished with 17 points in the first 
game. 

Against Sacred Heart, the Lions were 
killed by 14-for-42 shooting in the second 
half. The Pioneers, ranked fourth in the 
nation Division II a year ago but were 
swamped by Drexel in the tournament 
opener, got enough offense to get by from 
All-America Hector Olivencia (32). 

Roberts (14), Oakley (16) and newcomer 
Mark Kerrigan (12) highlighted the TSC 
charge. Still, it was a matter of not making 
the baskets and Lord knows it had a lot of 
chances. Continued on 'page twenty-five 

BY GEORGE KOSTINAS 

Trenton State College basketball coach 
Tom McCorry said that he was pleased with 
the outcome of last weekend's Governor's 
Classic even though the Lions lost both 
their games. 

Trenton State (0-2) was defeated in the 
opening round by crosstown rival Rider, 
87-81, and dropped the consolation game to 

Sacred Heart University, 68-59. 

JUMP FOR JOY - TSC freshman Rich Groves [24] 
goes up with Rider's Bones DeLeuw for a crucial jump ball in 
Friday's opening round loss of the Governor's Classic. TSC 
bowed in the opening, 87-81. Staff Photo By Michael Crnn 

DESPITE THE LOSSES McCorrv 
said, "I really felt that we had done a < rJi 
job." 

"Our defense was excellent. We forced a 
lot of turnovers. Our aggressive defense is 
designed to create turnovers." 

Rider had 29 turnovers and Sacred Heart 
was guilty of 26. But Trenton State ha d 
other problems that aggressive defense 
could not overcome. 

Against Rider, the Lions failed io get 
rebounds against Rider's tough front li ne 
The Broncs' Wayne Spells, Jeff Hatcher and 
John Higgins dominated the boards as 
Rider grabbed 51 caroms to only 28 fo r 
TSC. 

'They (Rider) were getting too ma ny 
second shots," said McCorry. "That's a part 
of defense too. You can force a team to take 
a loi d shot and miss, but when they get the 
rebound and put in an easy layup that 
hurts." 

RIDER WAS ABLE to get off 21 ex tra 
shots at the basket. Three times the Broncs 
were allowed to take three pops and o nce 
they took four straight shots before scoring. 

Rider's control of the boards may hav e 
partially been due to the fact that TSC 's 
two big men, 6-7 Tom Tideman and 6- 5 
Davey Roberts, fouled out early in the 
second half. But even in the first half, with 
those two frontliners in the game, Rid er 
outrebounded the Lions, 24-13. 

McCorry said other than the rebounding, 
Trenton State defensed Rider's offense 
extremely well. "They (Rider) were ru n
ning a three-man screen rotation," he 
observed. Against this offense the defender 
must position himself to play both the m an 
and the ball because of the continuous 
movement of the offense. 

Several times Rider passes slipped 
through the Lion Defense to Spells and 
Higgins for easy baskets. Trenton State's 
defenders were concentrating on cove ring 
the man and neglecting to watch for the 
ball. On two occasions the ball zipped pa st 
the heads of Jose Oakley and Mark 
Kerrigan. 

"They didn't see the ball," the coach 
maintained. "Normally those would have 
been East interceptions." 

IN SPITE OF these problems, Trenton 
State played a remarkably tough game. For 
most of the second half either team had le d 
by only one point for a stretch of two 
minutes and five seconds, and neither team 
scored a point. 

Two crucial plays in the remaining 1:34 
spoiled Trenton State's bid for an upset. 

With the Lions in a full court Dress and 
three points behind, Oakley slapped the ball 
away from Rider's Jim Meshanko at 
mid-court. As Meshanko tried to recover , 
Oakley dove knocking the ball down court 
where Trenton State's Tom Higgins picked 
it up and drove for what looked to be an 
easy bucket. 

Higgins slipped however and was calle d 
ntinued on vaae twe nty-sa 

Wrestlers on To A Quick start 


